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ABSTRACT
Modeling Nanoscale Transport Systems
Ofer Idan
Mathematical formulation and physical models are the foundation of scientific understanding and technological advancement. Our ability to design experiments effectively is heavily dependent on our physical understanding of the system under investigation, and careful mathematical analysis is required in order to effectively progress from
scientific concepts towards viable technologies. With increasing system complexity, the
focus of mathematical formulation has shifted from simple, elegant models which rely on
basic physical concepts to tailored, increasingly complex solutions using high-powered
simulations and numerical solutions. While these methods may provide insights into
specific systems, adapting these models to different systems is generally difficult, even
when the systems under question operate according to the same physical laws. This is
especially evident in nanobiotechnology, where the complexity of the systems studied
has given rise to experiment-driven focus. This approach allows for high throughput of
experiments, with screening for novel results, but with little physical understanding of
the mechanisms underlying the observed effects. Our aim is to focus on the mathematical modeling of transport processes in nanoscale systems, and to construct generalized,
conceptual models for three model systems, which in turn could be applied to many
biological and engineered systems.

In the first part, the concept of “metabolic channeling” as a result of rapid transfer
of freely diffusing intermediate substrates between two enzymes on nanoscale scaffolds
is examined. The increase in direct substrate transfer due to the proximity of the
two enzymes provides an initial but temporary boost to the throughput of the cascade
and loses importance in a characteristic time on the order of milliseconds to seconds.
However, the attachment of a large number of enzyme pairs to a scaffold provides an
increased number of local “targets”, extending the characteristic time. If substrate
molecules for enzyme 2 are sequestered by an alternative reaction in the container, a
scaffold can result in a permanent boost to cascade throughput with a magnitude given
by the ratio of the above-defined time scale to the lifetime of the substrate molecule
in the container. Finally, a weak attractive interaction between substrate molecules
and the scaffold creates a “virtual compartment” and substantially accelerates initial
throughput. This model can be applied to other molecular transport systems as well
as expanded to larger information networks and queueing systems.
The second part of this thesis explores the mechanical coupling of numerous molecular motors through their associated filament. In a gliding motility assay, surface-bound
kinesin motor proteins propel fluorescently-tagged microtubules in the presence of ATP
across a surface. The observed velocity of the microtubule fluctuates around a common
mean and has a diffusive nature. The diffusion term has been theorized to be directly
related to the kinesin spacing on the surface, the average velocity of the microtubule
and the dispersion in force generation of the attached motors, which is referred to as
the “geometry factor”. This model is validated through models and experiments, and
the experimentally measured geometry factor is shown to indicate a partial alignment

of the motors. This alignment is then investigated and shown to result from the drag
force applied to the microtubule through the attached kinesin motors.
Finally, we investigate self-assembly via a gliding motility assay with self-assembling
microtubules. Biotinylated microtubules partially coated with streptavidin can cross
link with each other and assemble into nanospools and nanowires of various sizes. By
tuning the assembly conditions such as microtubule velocity, density and streptavidin
coating, microtubule bundles with near millimeter length are created and compared to
assembly driven by diffusion alone. A complementary assembly model is constructed,
demonstrating that active self-assembly is beneficial if components are too large for
diffusive self-assembly but too small for robotic assembly.
Biotinylated microtubules partially coated with streptavidin and gliding on a surface
coated with kinesin motors can cross-link with each other and assemble into nanospools
with a diameter of a few micrometers. The size distribution of these nanospools is
determined, and it is shown with simulations of microtubule gliding that these spools
are too small to be formed by thermally activated turns in the gliding direction (a
Brownian ratchet mechanism). Instead, spool formation is primarily the result of two
processes: pinning of gliding microtubules to inactive motors and simultaneous crosslinking of multiple microtubules.
These models provide a broad basis for generalized transport systems in nanoscale
systems, combining diffusive and active transport, as well as assembly conditions and
multi-scale systems with size scales spanning nano- to millimeter sizes and system complexity ranging from isolated two-component systems to multimolecular, highly-coupled
systems. By applying and adapting these basic models to increasingly complex systems,

we can both understand the physics behind nanoscale systems, as well as design these
systems with increased robustness, scalability and repeatability.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The field of nanotechnology has been rapidly growing for the past 30 years [Niemeyer
and Mirkin, 2004]. As Richard Feynman predicted in his famous lecture, ”There’s plenty
of room at the bottom”, we can now manipulate nanometer and even sub-nanometer
elements with speed, accuracy and repeatability [Feynman, 1960]. Our ability to control and manipulate nanoscale systems has rapidly expanded in the last decade, with
new technologies outpacing the theoretical description and understanding of the manipulated systems. This is especially evident in nanobiotechnology, where self-assembly
of nanometric building blocks, along with advanced tethering techniques, allow us to
construct and manipulate complex systems that are still lacking a complete physical
and mathematical description. While these systems have many potential applications
in the fields of medicine and synthetic biology, detailed models are needed in order
to allow us to design and tailor these systems more efficiently, and to allow for faster
evolution of new-generation technologies.

Transport processes are at the cornerstone of biological function across all size scales.
In cellular environments, molecular transport plays a major role in regulation of cell
function in various forms, including freely diffusing substrates, directed enzyme cascades and active transport by motor proteins. These processes are also widely used in
engineered systems to achieve complex highly-ordered systems such as nucleic acid scaffolds [Wilner et al., 2009, Delebecque et al., 2011], nanowires [Schmidt et al., 2009] and
nanofactories [Zhang, 2011]. However, while our understanding of the basis of molecular transport is comprehensive, with increasing system complexity the existing models
become too superficial to accurately describe real transport systems or overly complex
to be applicable in experimental settings. Therefore, for each general transport system
several parallel modeling efforts must be made. Initially, constructing physical models
using ordinary and partial differential equations allows us to obtain a basic, comprehensive overview of the system and to understand the key forces, energies and the different
scales of the system in question. As a second step, the inclusion of simulations and numerical solutions of system equations can be used in order to accurately predict system
behavior and design new experiments while including all known system parameters.
Using this two-step method enables us to validate and interpret experimental results
as well as design future studies at relatively low cost and high throughput.

1.1

System analysis from first principles

The first, and most basic approach to physical modeling of systems is the use of ordinary and partial differential equation systems [Newton, 1687]. This approach is used
2

to describe the time evolution of a system based on reaction-diffusion, mass transfer
and processing rate equations. In order to be applicable, these equations must be comprehensive enough to accurately describe the system in question, while being simplistic
enough to be analytically or numerically tractable and provide a general, parameterdependent description of the system. We use this approach as a first step to enable us
to make broader generalizations and make approximate predictions of system behavior.
These approximate solutions then enable us to tailor the specific simulations, discussed
in the next sections, to the system in question and to easily test the feasibility of suggested experiments, as well as elucidate the broad mechanisms controlling a system’s
behavior, such as in the case of enzyme cascades on scaffolds (Chapter 2).

1.2

Monte Carlo simulations

In complex systems which involve a large number of basic components - such as thousands of motors attached to a microtubule, millions of small steps in a diffusive path or
billions of particles in a particle stream, constructing a a tractable set of equations that
captures the stochastic nature of the system is impossible. Monte Carlo simulations allow us to infer system behavior based on numerous repeated “experiments”, which can
be repeated relatively quickly with relatively low expenditure of computational power.
We use Monte Carlo simulations to predict the behavior of diffusive and active transport systems, modeling a diffusive enzyme cascade in chapter 2, as well as a population
of molecular motors propelling a microtubule in chapter 3. These simulations also enable us to sample large populations and introduce stochastic effects, such as random
3

attachments of motors, the application of drag force to a random population of motors
and the arrival times of molecules to absorbers [Metropolis and Ulam, 1949].

1.3

Numerical solutions to spatiotemporal PDEs

In order to construct a model which directly simulates an experimental system and
in cases where no analytical solutions to system equations exist, we turn to numerical
solution of the partial differential equations (PDEs) describing the system. Spatiotemporal PDE solutions, such as finite element modeling, allow for an accurate geometrical
and physical description of the system. These models allow us to input parameters obtained through previous experiments or other simulations and to compare our results to
experimental findings in order to validate our theoretical model of the proposed system.
In addition, these models allow us to design future experiments with great accuracy
and revisiting these models post-experimentation allows for quick modifications and
optimization.

1.4

Organization of this thesis

This thesis outlines three projects aimed at elucidating and predicting nanoscale transport and assembly processes, with future directions for continuation of these projects.
Chapter 2, “Enzyme Cascades on Nanoscale Sacffolds”, details a modeling project
that encompasses challenging previously suggested models for enzyme cascade behavior,
as well as the introduction of several new models, which in combination allow us to
predict existing systems’ behavior as well as design future experimental procedures and
4

enzyme cascade-based technologies. This chapter is based on three publications - [Idan
and Hess, 2012, Idan and Hess, 2013a, Idan and Hess, 2013b].
Chapter 3, “Coupled Mechanical Oscillators” describes an experimental procedures
where the geometrical configuration of filament-bound molecular motors was measured
for the first time. Based on models and simulations, we show that the transport of microtubule on a surface by kinesin motors causes the motors to become partially aligned,
due to the mechanical coupling of the motors via the filament. This validates a previous
model for in vitro microtubule motion, as well as provides a physical explanation for
the observed behavior. This work is currently in preparation for publication.
Chapter 4, “Construction of Millimeter-Long Nanowires”, consists of both an experimental and modeling section. Based on previous publications, we have optimized
the parameters of an active self-assembly system in order to maximize the length of
assembled bundles. We have created a millimeter-length wire with a diameter on the
scale of 100 nm, which has not been reported previously. We complement this experiment with a general analytical model for self-assembling wires. This chapter is based
on two publications - [Luria et al., 2011, Idan et al., 2011].

5

Chapter 2
Enzyme Cascades on Nanoscale
Scaffolds

2.1

Introduction

The spatial organization of enzymes catalyzing a sequence of chemical reactions can
influence the specificity, controllability, and throughput of the reaction cascade [Agapakis et al., 2012, Conrado et al., 2008, Zhang, 2011, Zhang et al., 2011a, Good et al.,
2011, Cortese et al., 2008, Lizana et al., 2009, Lopez-Gallego and Schmidt-Dannert,
2010,Scott and Pawson, 2009,Zeke et al., 2009,Shaw and Filbert, 2009,Lim, 2010,Holtz
and Keasling, 2010, Keasling, 2010, Lee et al., 2012, Zhang et al., 2011c]. Scaffold
proteins enable the precise placement of components of an enzymatic cascade within
nanometer distances. Scaffolds are involved in many enzymatic cascades in signaling pathways and metabolic processes [Good et al., 2011], and can provide advantages

over reactions catalyzed by freely diffusing enzymes by segregating reactions, increasing
throughput and providing modularity to the signaling network [Bhattacharyya et al.,
2006]. Recently, major progress has been made in the study of scaffold proteins occurring in nature and in the design of synthetic scaffolds using the methods of DNA
and RNA nanotechnology. However, our understanding of the molecular transport processes underlying the functioning of enzymatic cascades on scaffolds is still incomplete.
Scaffolds are involved in many signaling pathways and metabolic processes and can be
potentially advantageous for a number of reasons [Zhang, 2011, Good et al., 2011]. A
frequently cited reason is “substrate channeling”: the direct transfer of intermediates
between enzymes in the cascade without the release of the intermediate into the bulk
solution [Schoffelen and van Hest, 2012]. While substrate channeling can occur as a
result of distinct structural features of the enzymes, such as tunnels or electrostatic
“highways” for substrates [Miles et al., 1999], it has been suggested [Ljungcrantz et al.,
1989] – but later challenged with experiments [Pettersson and Pettersson, 2001, Schoffelen et al., 2013, Lin and Wheeldon, 2013, Rudiuk et al., 2012] – that merely linking
enzymes can increase the throughput of an enzyme cascade due to facilitated transport.
In recent years there has been a growing interest in scaffolds and enzymatic cascades
for synthetic biology and biofuel production [Good et al., 2011, Zhang et al., 2011a]. In
this chapter, the concept of “metabolic channeling” as a result of nanometer separations
between enzymes on scaffolds is examined using simulations and mathematical models.

7

2.1.1

Enzyme cascades on scaffold in biological systems

Classic models of cellular function described enzymatic reactions of freely diffusing enzymes and substrates. However, it is now known that the multitude of enzymes which
make up the metabolic and signaling networks inside a cell are not randomly dispersed
throughout the cell but are grouped in compartments or onto scaffolds. Compartmentalization can increase local concentrations of enzymes, substrates and intermediates and increase reaction rates by effects such as reduced dimensionality of diffusion
paths [Adam and Delbrueck, 1968], and the importance of compartmentalization has
been widely appreciated [Lizana et al., 2009, Lee et al., 2012, Conrado et al., 2007, An
et al., 2008, Mintz-Oron et al., 2012, Srere et al., 1973]. In recent years the role of
scaffolds in signaling and metabolic pathways received growing attention. The spatial organization of enzymes catalyzing a sequence of chemical reactions can influence
the specificity, controllability, and throughput of the reaction cascade and is mediated
in many biological processes by scaffold proteins. Scaffold proteins enable the precise
placement of components of an enzymatic cascade within nanometer distances. They
are involved in many enzymatic cascades in signaling pathways and metabolic processes [Ceccarelli et al., 2008], and can provide advantages over reactions catalyzed by
freely diffusing enzymes by segregating reactions, increasing throughput and providing
modularity to the signaling network [Kuhn and Foersterling, 1999]. The first scaffold
protein discovered, Ste5, was isolated two decades ago and shown to tether multiple
enzymes all participating in the mating pathway of yeast [Chol et al., 1994,Printen and
Sprague, 1994, Marcus et al., 1994]. Since then a multitude of scaffold proteins and the
associated enzymatic cascades have been found to participate in almost every signaling
8

network and affect every aspect of cellular function [Good et al., 2011].
The purpose and function of scaffolds can vary depending on the pathway the scaffold participates in and the constituents it recruits. The Ste5 scaffold which is part
of the mating pathway of Saccharomyces cerevisiae not only tethers three sequential
kinases but also enables the kinases to perform their function. The mitogen activated
kinase (MAPK) Fus3 serves as a substrate for the activated MAPK kinase (MAPKK)
Ste7, which in the absence of the scaffold cannot phosphorylate Fus3 [Good et al., 2009].
Fus3 in turn regulates the cascade by phosphorylating Ste5 as the signal propagates,
thus providing a negative feedback loop (Figure 2.1A) [Malleshaiah et al., 2010]. A scaffold protein with similar function is the Hsp70 and Hsp90 organizing protein (HOP)
which acts as a cochaperone for heat shock proteins 70 and 90 (Hsp70 and Hsp90).
This scaffold has an important role in both activating Hsp90 and colocalizing it with
Hsp70. Hsp70 then transfers a client protein to Hsp90 which then folds or activates the
protein (Figure 2.1B) [Southworth and Agard, 2011]. The combination of localization
and activation in this case is imperative, as the activated Hsp90 may interact with
many other cellular constituents, thereby enabling different signaling pathways [Prodromou, 2012, Makhnevych and Houry, 2012]. Other scaffold proteins, such as DYRK2
or Pbs2 participate actively in the enzyme cascade as they have both binding domains
and catalytic ones. DYRK2 first binds three proteins which form the EDVP complex
only by association with DYRK2. After formation, DYRK2 binds and phosphorylates
a downstream target, katanin, which is then ubiquitinated by the EDVP complex and
subsequently degraded (Figure 2.1C) [Maddika and Chen, 2009]. Scaffolds and scaffoldlike proteins also serve as virulent factors for pathogens to rewire signaling pathways
9

and elicit nonnative responses. When infecting eukaryotic cells, bacteria of the family
Yersinia transfer the protein YopM into the host which recruits two kinases, RSK1
and PRK2 that naturally participate in separate pathways. Upon recruitment of these
enzymes, a new cascade is formed, with YopM activating RSK1 which in turn stimulates PRK2 activity. This active YopM complex is known to be a virulent factor for the
plague but its downstream substrates are still unknown (Figure 2.1D) [McDonald et al.,
2003]. The numerous tasks carried out by naturally occurring scaffolds suggest that
the attachment of enzymes to scaffolds is a promising approach for designing enzymatic
pathways. Precise control of the placement of enzymes on engineered scaffolds will enable unprecedented control over enzymatic cascades and new paradigms in biochemical
engineering.

10

Figure 2.1: Enzyme cascades in biological systems. (A) Ste5 mediates the mating
pathway in budding yeast. Fus3, the last kinase tethered to the scaffold, regulates the
cascade by phosphorylating Ste5 as well as downstream targets (adapted from [Good
et al., 2011]). (B) Protein chaperones Hsp70 and Hsp90 require the scaffold HOP in
order to properly fold or activate target proteins. While Hsp90 can interact with other
enzymes, HOP activates Hsp90 as it binds both enzymes, ensuring specificity (adapted
from [Good et al., 2011]). (C) DYRK2 acts as a scaffold and a kinase in the ubiquitination process. DYRK2 binds both the EDVP complex constituents and their downstream
target katanin. After binding, DYRK2 acts as a kinase and phosphorylates the target
as part of the protein degradation process. (D) YopM is a scaffold protein used by
the bacteria Yersinia to elicit nonnative responses by recruiting enzymes from different
pathways. RSK1 and PRK2 form a new cascade after recruitment and activation by
YopM although they are not known to participate in the same cascade under normal
conditions (adapted from [McDonald et al., 2003]). Reprinted from [Idan and Hess,
2013a] Copyright (2013) with permission from Elsevier.
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2.1.2

Enzyme cascades in engineered systems

While much progress and research effort has been put into designing synthetic scaffolds
and pathways over the past three years, engineered enzymatic cascades have been a
field of interest for over 40 years and numerous systems for immobilizing enzymes have
been studied such as surfaces, matrices and lipid shells [Lopez-Gallego and SchmidtDannert, 2010, Goldman and Katchalski, 1971, Mukai et al., 2009, Zhang et al., 2011b,
Mattiasson and Mosbach, 1971, Mitsuzawa et al., 2009, Kim et al., 2011, You et al.,
2012]. Advances in microbiology and nanobiotechnology have enabled researchers to
tether and localize enzymes both in bacteria and cell-free environments and to recruit
both native and exogenous enzymes to scaffolds [Morais et al., 2010, Agapakis et al.,
2010, Steen et al., 2010, Moon et al., 2010, Mor-Piperberg et al., 2010]. While naturally
occurring scaffolds appear to have varied applications in a cellular environment such as
regulation, activation of pathway constituents or alteration of signal kinetics, synthetic
scaffold design has so far been focused on increasing throughput via proximity of the
participating enzymes.
The functionalization of nucleic acids towards assembly of stable and programmable
3D structures has been used for various applications over the past 30 years [Seeman,
1982] and has recently been applied by several groups toward the engineering of scaffolds
for enzymatic cascades. Wilner and coworkers have constructed hexagonal dsDNA
grids with tethers at specific locations in order to bind glucose oxidase and horseradish
peroxidase to the scaffold (Figure 2.2A). The inter-enzyme distance was varied between
6 and 24 nm and a 13- to 16-fold increase in final product formation was reported
compared to free enzymes [Wilner et al., 2009]. Delebecque and coworkers used RNA
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inside a bacterial cell in order to create scaffolds with varying geometries (Figure 2.2B).
Tethering ferredoxin and hydrogenase to these scaffolds incurred an increase in H2
production inside the bacteria in various degrees, based on the dimensionality of the
enzyme constructs. The one- and two-dimensional scaffolds elicited an 11- and 48fold increase in H2 production over the non-scaffold system, respectively [Delebecque
et al., 2011][47]. Fu et al. have designed nanoscale tiles based on DNA origami which
recruited glucose oxidase and horseradish peroxidase at varying distances (Figure 2.2C).
An increase in production was observed as the enzymes were placed close, and was
further increased when a “bridge” in the form of a noncatalytic protein was inserted
between the two enzymes to induce propagation of the intermediate substrate, hydrogen
peroxide, between the enzymes [Fu et al., 2012]. Another approach taken by Dueber
and coworkers was the creation of an artificial scaffold inside a bacterium using both
endogenous and artificially introduced enzymes and protein-protein binding domains
(Figure 2.2D). A 3-enzyme synthetic cascade was created inside bacteria and the number
of enzyme copies per step was optimized to achieve the highest production yield. A
specific ratio of enzymes incurred the highest production rate, which was explained by
studying the kinetic properties of the enzymes and noting a bottleneck between two
steps of the cascade [Dueber et al., 2009].
The synthetic scaffolds mentioned here have enabled precise spatial control over enzymatic cascades and provide an excellent platform for biomimetic design of metabolic
processes and signaling pathways. So far these scaffolds have been studied in the context of increasing cascade throughput, and significant successes have been achieved
with throughput increases between 10- and 100-fold over non-scaffold systems. De13

spite these experimental successes, we do not have a complete picture of the underlying
physics controlling these systems. While several models have been suggested, the experimental results do not fit the models and many observations are not explained in
the literature. The idea of transport enhancement through proximity has already been
refuted by Berg using a basic diffusion model [Berg, 1983]. Our aim is to develop a
simple model that explains the basic throughput enhancement of an enzyme cascade
on a scaffold and offer alternatives to the current explanations for observed phenomena.
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Figure 2.2: Engineered enzyme cascades. (A) Glucose oxidase (GOx) and horseradish
peroxidase (HRP) are tethered to a DNA hexagonal scaffold. One of the products
of GOx is hydrogen peroxide, which in turn serves as a substrate for HRP. The final
product of the cascade, the oxidation of ABTS, was measured and a significant increase
was observed over the non-scaffold system (adapted from [Wilner et al., 2009]). (B)
Ferrodoxin (F) and hydrogenase (H) were tethered to RNA tiles which were assembled
into scaffolds with different geometries. An increase in H2 production was observed
which was dependent on the dimensionality of the system (adapted from [Delebecque
et al., 2011]). (C) A DNA tile with tethered glucose oxidase and horseradish peroxidase
at varying distances. A non-catalytic protein was inserted between the enzymes to serve
as a bridge to induce propagation of hydrogen peroxide between the enzymes (adapted
from [Fu et al., 2012]). (D) An artificial scaffold based on protein-protein interaction
domains was constructed in a bacterium and recruited endogenous and foreign enzymes.
The number of enzymes at each step was optimized to achieve highest throughput based
on known turnover numbers of the different enzymes (adapted from [Dueber et al.,
2009]). Reprinted from [Idan and Hess, 2013a] Copyright (2013) with permission from
Elsevier.
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2.1.3

Substrate diffusion in enzyme cascades

The modeling of enzymatic cascades involving two or more reactions catalyzed by immobilized enzymes is well established for steady-state conditions, both for well-mixed
solutions and for more complex systems [Goldman and Katchalski, 1971,Beckham et al.,
2011]. A prevalent idea in the study of enzymatic cascades is that of “metabolic channeling” – the direct transfer of intermediates between enzymes without release of molecules
to the bulk solution [Zhang, 2011, Schoffelen and van Hest, 2012]. While it has been
supported by the crystal structures of several enzymes, which exhibit a unique tunnellike structure [Hyde et al., 1988], the concept of “metabolic channeling” in the absence
of confining structures has been a topic of debate for over 20 years. Ovadi’s report
discussing the physiological significance of channeling [Ovadi, 1991a] has evoked a long
debate among many research groups [Ovadi, 1991b] and theoretical models and experiments have been described and discounted. One such case is the experiment conducted
by Ljungcrantz et al. where two enzymes have been fused to each other and an acceleration of product formation was observed [Ljungcrantz et al., 1989] which was later
attributed by Pettersson & Pettersson to changes in the kinetic constants of the fused
enzymes compared to the original enzymes [Pettersson and Pettersson, 2001]. In the
absence of a scaffold, the throughput of an enzyme cascade where each enzyme follows
Michaelis-Menten kinetics can be easily calculated. The steady-state throughput is determined by the slowest enzyme in the cascade, and initially the product concentration
increases with the n-th power of time for a reaction cascade comprising n enzymes
working in sequence. In particular, a cascade of two enzymes should show initially a
quadratic increase of product concentration with time in the absence of other reactions
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(Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3: Reaction rate and final product concentration of a cascade of two enzymes
in the absence of a scaffold. Initially, the reaction rate (black solid line) increases
linearly and the product concentration (red dashed line) quadratically with time. On
a time scale of hours the system reaches a steady state and the reaction rate reaches
the maximum reaction rate (here limited by the constant production rate of enzyme
1). In this example, the enzyme concentrations are 0.4 nM for both enzymes, and the
kinetic parameters of enzyme 1 and 2 are equal to those of glucose oxidase and HRP,
respectively (stated in the Materials and Methods section). At this concentration, the
average distance between a GOx and a HRP molecule is approximately 1 µm. Reprinted
with permission from [Idan and Hess, 2013b] Copyright (2013) American Chemical
Society.
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In scaffold systems, the steady state throughput is still determined by the maximum
reaction rate of the slowest enzyme in the cascade. However, the initial throughput can
be increased by the scaffold. This increase has been suggested to arise from the increased
probability that a product molecule released by enzyme 1 will find its way directly to
enzyme 2 positioned in the immediate vicinity.5, 8 For diffusive transport to a spherical
adsorber with radius r from a starting point at a distance d from the center of the
adsorber the probability to reach the adsorber is given by the ratio r/d,19 suggesting
that a scaffold which places enzyme 1 within a few nanometers of enzyme 2 might have
a major benefit for the throughput.
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2.2

Materials and Methods

2.2.1

Random walk simulations

Random walk simulations were performed using MATLAB software (MathWorks Inc.).
At the beginning of each iteration a particle was initialized at a specific distance d away
from the center of an inner sphere with radius of 2.8 nm, which is the sum of the radii
of the enzyme and the substrate molecule. The particle then performs a random walk
on a 3-dimensional square grid with 0.1 nm step size. The iteration is terminated when
the particle reaches either the inner sphere or crosses an outer sphere of radius 1000
nm and the number of step sizes is recorded. 10,000 iterations were conducted for each
starting distance. Histograms of the arrival time to the inner and outer spheres were
generated calculating the time steps according to ∆t = ∆x2 /6D where ∆x = 0.1 nm
is the step size and D = 109 nm2 /s is the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen peroxide in
water at 25 °C [Schumb et al., 1955].

2.2.2

Reaction-diffusion simulations

Using COMSOL Multiphysics finite element analysis software (COMSOL), a simulation
of the enzyme cascade was constructed using the “transport of diluted species” module.
Enzyme pair simulations: A sphere representing enzyme 1 was placed in the center of
a spherical container, and a sphere representing enzyme 2 was placed a distance d from
the center. The enzyme parameters were based on the experimental system described by
[Wilner et al., 2009] using glucose oxidase (GOx) from Aspergillus Niger (r1 = 3.5 nm,36
kcat,1 = 70 s−1 obtained from averaging several values from www.brenda-enzymes.org to
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match values observed in [Wilner et al., 2009], Km,1 = 4 mM [Takegawa et al., 1989]) as
enzyme 1 and horseradish peroxidase (HRP) from Armoracia Rusticana (r2 = 2.5 nm,
[Laberge et al., 2003]kcat,2 = 200 s−1 , [Violante-Mota et al., 2010] Km,2 = 0.18 mM
[Kamal and Behere, 2003]) for enzyme 2. The diffusion coefficient of D = 109 nm2 /s
used is the coefficient for hydrogen peroxide in water at 25 C [Schumb et al., 1955]. The
outer boundary is set as a reflective boundary and the fluxes through the surfaces of
the spheres were set as equal to φ1 = k1 /4πr12 NA for enzyme 1 (influx to the container)



and equal to φ2 = kcat,2 [S2 ]/ Km,2 + [S2 ] · 1/ (4πr22 NA ) for enzyme 2 (outflux from
the container) where [S2 ] is the average concentration of the intermediate substrate
on the surface of the sphere representing enzyme 2. The product concentration was
determined by numerically integrating k2 over time. The system was solved as a 2D
axisymmetric model, where the solution domain is a half circle with a symmetry axis.
After obtaining a 2D solution the software extrapolated a 3D solution by rotation of
the system around the symmetry axis. A free tetrahedral mesh with a 0.01 nm size
constraint on the enzyme surfaces was used.
Torus simulations: Two toroids were constructed with minor radii dictated by the
enzyme radii stated above and the major radius of both toroids was calculated using
√
p
Rg = Nseg b/ 6. Nseg was calculated using Nseg = Ne · dvert /b where Ne = 10000
is the number of enzymes on the scaffold, dvert = 10 nm is the center-to-center separation between enzyme pairs on the scaffold and b = 100 nm is the Kuhn length
calculated for a dsDNA modeled as a freely jointed chain. The fluxes of the toroids
have been changed to reflect the new geometry: φ1 = Ne · k1 · 1/(4π 2 r1 Rg NA ) and



φ2 = Ne kcat,2 [S2 ]/ Km,2 + [S2 ] · 1/(4π 2 r2 Rg NA ) where [S2 ] is now calculated over
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the surface of torus 2.
Sequestering reactions: To describe the conversion of substrate 2 by a side reaction
with a spatially and temporally constant rate R, the enzyme pair simulations were
modified by adding a term −R [S2 ] to the differential equation describing the timeevolution of the concentration of substrate 2, [S2 ].

2.2.3

Solutions of ODE systems

The ODEs describing the system are usually not analytically tractable. Using the
ODE solvers in MATLAB, ode45 and ode15 we solved for the intermediate substrate
concentration, reaction rate and final product concentration for the different setups.
Free enzyme pairs: System and enzyme parameters used were the same as in the
reaction-diffusion simulations. The equations of the free system are:
≈kcat,1 =k1

z

}|
{
[S2 ]
[S1 ]
d [S2 ]
= kcat,1
− kcat,2
NA V
dt
Km,1 + [S1 ]
Km,2 + [S2 ]
k2 = kcat,2

[S2 ]
Km,2 + [S2 ]

(2.1)

(2.2)

Sequestering reactions: For a system with a sequestering side reaction, we added the
reaction term −R [S2 ] to the equation for the intermediate substrate. Compartmentalization model: See Appendix A for full description of the system and the equations
associated with it.
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2.3
2.3.1

Results
Enzyme pair model and Monte Carlo simulations

The reaction kinetics can be illustrated by considering a two-enzyme cascade where
the first enzyme is producing the substrate for the second enzyme at a constant rate.
For a more convenient analysis, the output of the first enzyme can be separated in two
conceptual particle streams (Figure 2.4A).

Figure 2.4: Modeling of a two-enzyme cascade. (A) Transport of intermediates between
two sequential enzymes can be conceptually described as two streams of molecules. A
direct stream of molecules (red arrow) arrives at the second enzyme at a constant rate,
based on the turnover number of the first enzyme. A second stream delivers intermediate molecules which missed the second enzyme after the release and entered the
bath and those molecules from the direct stream not processed by the second enzyme.
(B) Production rate of the final product of a cascade. At first the production rate
increases sharply until it reaches the rate dictated by the direct path. As intermediate
molecules fill up the surrounding volume the rate increases linearly until the system ultimately reaches steady state. For systems with loss of intermediates to a large volume
or side reactions, the steady state could be reached at a significantly lower rate (red
line). Reprinted from [Idan and Hess, 2013a] Copyright (2013) with permission from
Elsevier.
The first stream takes a direct path, on which substrate molecules released from
the first enzyme travel directly to the second enzyme and are converted to product
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molecules according to the second enzyme’s catalytic efficiency [Ceccarelli et al., 2008].
The second stream takes an indirect path, on which substrate molecules miss the second
enzyme in their diffusive search or are not processed by the second enzyme, hit the
boundary of the vessel and become part of the collection of substrate molecules which
define the substrate concentration of the bulk solution. To obtain a detailed picture of
the kinetics of the two streams, we have simulated random walks of a substrate molecule
starting at a defined distance from a spherical target (representing the target enzyme)
located in the center of a spherical container. The random walks are terminated when
the molecule encounters the surface of the spherical target (a direct trajectory) or the
surface of the container. The fraction fdirect of direct trajectories to the target increases,
as expected, roughly in proportion to the inverse distance, e.g. from fdirect = 2.3% at
an initial distance of 100 nm to fdirect = 27% at an initial distance of 10 nm (Figure
2.5).
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Figure 2.5: Monte Carlo simulations of diffusive transport. (A) Random walks from
a point source (representing enzyme 1 in a cascade) towards a sphere (representing
enzyme 2, r = 2.8 nm) from an initial distance d = 100 nm with diffusion coefficient
D = 10−5 cm2 /s. A fraction (fdirect = 2.3%) of the 10,000 trajectories arrives first at the
sphere (red) and the remainder arrives first at the boundary of the container with radius
R = 1000 nm (black). (B) Decreasing the distance between the enzymes to d = 10 nm
increases the fraction of trajectories arriving first at the sphere (fdirect = 27%). Inset:
The arrival time distribution at short times. Reprinted with permission from [Idan and
Hess, 2013b] Copyright (2013) American Chemical Society.
The direct trajectories will substantially contribute to the throughput of the cascade
if the direct flux dominates over the flux resulting from substrate molecules which
are lost to the container and subsequently return. If the initial concentration of the
substrate of enzyme 2 in the container is zero, the direct flux dominates for a certain
time. As the substrate concentration increases in the container, there will be a time
point after which the direct trajectories make a smaller contribution to the formation
of product than the population of substrate molecules in the container. This time point
can be estimated by dividing the flux of substrates emitted from enzyme 1 into a the two
aforementioned streams. At substrate concentrations far below the Km of enzyme 2,
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the two streams do not interfere and the rate k2 of product formation is approximately:

k2 = Efdirect k1 + kcat,2

[S2 ]
Km,2

(2.3)

Here E = kcat,2 kcat,2/Km,2 kdif kcat,2 /Km,2 kdif is the efficiency of enzyme 2 at vanishing
substrate concentration [Ceccarelli et al., 2008]; k1 is the rate at which enzyme 1 is releasing its product (serving as substrate for enzyme 2); kcat,1,2 are the turnover numbers
and Km,2 is the Michaelis constant of enzyme 2; [S2 ] is the average concentration of the
substrate of enzyme 2 in the container; kdif is the diffusion-limited reaction rate. It is
assumed that [S2 ]  Km,2 , since we focus on the initial reaction rate in the container.
The second term begins to exceed the first term when:

[S2 ] =

Efdirect k1 Km,2
kcat,2

(2.4)

Estimating the average concentration of the substrate of enzyme 2 in the container
as [S2 ] ≈ (1 − Efdirect ) k1 t/V NA where 1−Efdirect is the fraction of substrate molecules
produced by enzyme 1 which is not directly processed by enzyme 2, V is the volume of
the container, and t is the time elapsed, we obtain:

t=

Efdirect Km,2 V NA
(1 − Efdirect ) kcat,2

(2.5)

Estimating fdirect ≈ r2 /d where r2 is the radius of enzyme 2 and d is the distance
between the centers of enzyme 1 and enzyme 2 [Berg, 1983], using the definition for E,
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and assuming E  1 we obtain:

t=

r2 V NA
r2 V NA
≈
(d − Er2 ) kdif
dkdif

(2.6)

Using kdif ≈ 4πr2 Dsubstrate NA , since substrate molecules are small and diffuse fast
relative to the enzyme [Kuhn and Foersterling, 1999], we obtain:

t≈

V
4πDsubstrate d

(2.7)

This is an interesting result, because the characteristic time does not depend on the
catalytic properties of the enzymes. This equation captures the fact that within a small
volume, a substrate molecule will quickly encounter the target enzyme even when it does
not start in the immediate vicinity, so that the benefit of the scaffold is rapidly lost as
the “background” concentration of substrate molecules increases. A scaffold noticeably
increases throughput over a timescale which is only dependent on the geometry of
the system (volume of the container and size of the scaffold) and the diffusivity of the
substrate traveling from one enzyme to the next. For a volume of 103 µm3 corresponding
to the volume of a mammalian cell, a diffusion coefficient of 10−3 µm2 /s corresponding
to a small molecule diffusing in water, and an enzyme separation of 10 nm, the timescale
is on the order of 10 s. For smaller volumes such as those of mitochondria or bacteria
(V = 0.1. . . 10 µm3 ), a scaffold provides almost no benefit over free-floating enzymes.
This result is in agreement with previous experimental findings for individual enzyme
pairs [Pettersson and Pettersson, 2001] and larger reaction-diffusion systems [Tucker
et al., 2008]. The viscosity of the cytosol is not significantly larger than that of water
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[Luby-Phelps, 1994], so that these conclusions apply also to scaffolds located inside
cells.

2.3.2

Reaction-diffusion simulations of an enzyme pair

To validate our simple model, we solved the reaction-diffusion equation for the substrate
of enzyme 2, S2 :
d [S2 ]
+ ∇ · (−D∇ [S2 ]) = 0
dt

(2.8)

The two enzymes are modeled as spheres which are placed at defined locations in
a large spherical container. The vessel wall is modeled as a reflecting boundary and
an influx/outflux boundary condition is imposed on the respective enzyme walls. The
influx is constant over time and equal to k1 ; the outflux is dictated by local MichaelisMenten kinetics:
k2 = kcat,2

[S2 ]
Km,2 + [S2 ]

(2.9)

where bars indicate averages over the enzyme surface. The parameters used in the
simulations were selected to match a previously described experiment, with hydrogen
peroxide produced by glucose oxidase and consumed by horseradish peroxidase [Wilner
et al., 2009]. The simulations confirm our estimate and show that the direct path loses
its dominance as the vessel fills up with substrate molecules (Figure 2.6A-C). The interenzyme distance, which is defined by the scaffold size, determines the magnitude of the
reaction rate reached after the first microsecond (Figure 2.6D). This initial reaction
rate increases with decreasing scaffold size because more substrate molecules take the
direct route to enzyme 2 (Figure 2.5). An increase in the vessel volume (or the average
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volume per enzyme pair) delays the impact of the indirect path because more time is
required to build up a substantial concentration of substrate molecules (Figure 2.6E).
A decrease in the diffusion coefficient without a change in the turnover number and
Michaelis constant of enzyme 2 increases the initial reaction rate (Figure 2.6F) because
it decreases the collision rate, thereby implicitly increasing the efficiency of enzyme 2.
Our simulations also show that placing the two enzymes a few nanometers apart makes
a negligible contribution to product formation on a timescale of seconds [Idan and Hess,
2012].
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Figure 2.6: Results of a reaction-diffusion simulation of a GOx – HRP cascade. (A-C)
Surface plots of the intermediate substrate concentration in the vicinity of the enzymes.
(A) At short times the direct path provides the majority of substrate particles arriving
at enzyme 2. (B) At the characteristic time the flux from the concentration of substrate
in the vessel equals that from the direct path. (C) At longer times, the concentration of
substrate in the vessel is high and nearly independent of location, and the direct path
makes a negligible contribution. (D-F) Variation of the parameters affecting the characteristic time directly affects the production rate of enzyme 2. As shown in equation 2.7,
the inter-enzyme distance (D) and diffusion coefficient (F) are inversely proportional
to the characteristic time while the vessel volume (E) is proportional to it. Dotted
lines indicate the time points where direct and indirect fluxes are equal. Unless noted
otherwise the parameters used were d = 10 nm, D = 10−5 cm2 /s, R = 1000 nm. Enzyme parameters are described in the Materials and Methods section. Reprinted with
permission from [Idan and Hess, 2013b] Copyright (2013) American Chemical Society.
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2.3.3

Aggregation model

One of the explanations for the increase in throughput of scaffold systems observed in
recent experiments is that engineered scaffolds often aggregate a large number of enzyme
pairs due to their “ribbon” structure (Figure 2.2A,B) [Wilner et al., 2009, Delebecque
et al., 2011]. A rough approximation of the effect of placing thousands of enzyme pairs
in close proximity is to consider them as one enzyme pair with a proportional increase
in the turnover numbers [Idan and Hess, 2012]. Then, equation 2.7 applies and predicts
an enhanced throughput for a time which increases in proportion to the number of the
enzyme pairs, since the volume per ribbon is proportionally larger than the volume per
enzyme pair. To approximate such experimental systems more closely, we constructed a
simulation with a ribbon-like structure in the shape of a torus (Figure 2.7). The minor
radii of the toroids are the radii of the respective enzymes and the major radius of both
 √
p
Nseg b / 6, where Nseg is the
is based on the scaffold’s radius of gyration, Rg =
number of segments in the scaffold based on a b = 100 nm Kuhn length of a hexagonal
DNA scaffold modeled as a freely jointed chain. The benefit of the scaffold, which is
negligible for individual enzymes, remains significant for a ribbon even on a timescale
of seconds to minutes (Figure 2.7). However, this is primarily due to the large increase
of the number of target enzymes in the general vicinity of each enzyme 1 molecule, and
not because of the precise placement of enzyme 2 relative to enzyme 1. In addition,
the dependence of the increase on the separation distance is smaller compared to our
previous model. This matches the experimental results of Wilner et al. more closely,
where the presence of a scaffold makes a significant contribution over a non-scaffold
system, but the dimensions of the scaffold have a relatively small effect [Wilner et al.,
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2009]. This effect could solely account for the observed increase, with a certain enzyme
packing, or contribute in combination with other effects discussed in the next sections.

Figure 2.7: Reaction-diffusion simulations for 10,000 GOx – HRP pairs on a folded
scaffold. A simulation of a folded scaffold as two rings with a radius equal to the radius
of gyration of a DNA hexagonal ribbon, Rg = 1.3 µm. Similar to the experimental
results of [Wilner et al., 2009], the presence of the scaffold significantly increases the
rate of product formation, but the increase is only weakly dependent on the interenzyme distance. The container volume is the solution volume per pair multiplied
by the number of enzymes on the scaffold, yielding a container radius of 21.5 µm.
System parameters are described in the Materials and Methods section. Reprinted
with permission from [Idan and Hess, 2013b] Copyright (2013) American Chemical
Society.
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2.3.4

Sequestering reactions

Another explanation for the enhanced throughput of an enzyme cascade on a scaffold is the loss of intermediates due to autooxidation or other sequestering reaction.
Many intermediate compounds are highly reactive in solution, especially in a cellular
environment where many species react with, and thus sequester, the intermediate substrate intended for enzyme 2. In nanosystems using enzymes, sequestration of control
molecules has been exploited to localize activation [Tucker et al., 2008]. These systems
arrive at a steady state much faster than systems without a sequestering reaction, in
the case of the GOx-HRP system on the order of a few seconds. The benefit of the
scaffold can be expressed as the ratio of the production rates of a scaffold and free
systems: (full derivation is presented in A):
V
k2,scaf
=1+
R
k2,f ree
4πDd

(2.10)

Results of a simulation incorporating a sequestration reaction are shown in figure 2.8.
As can be seen from the inset a sharp concentration gradient is generated in the vicinity
of the source enzyme which does not dissipate for a long time. The ratio k2,scaf /k2,f ree
decreases rapidly towards its steady-state value of 1.034, 1.34 and 4.4 for R = 1 s−1 , R =
10 s−1 and R = 100 s−1 , respectively, as predicted by equation 2.10. In summary, a
scaffold can result in a permanent boost to scaffold throughput if substrate molecules for
enzyme 2 are sequestered by an alternative reaction in the container, and the magnitude
of the acceleration is given by the ratio of the timescale defined by equation 2.7 to the
lifetime of the substrate molecule in the container (1/R).
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Figure 2.8: Reaction-diffusion simulations for enzyme pairs with a sequestering reaction.
A higher sequestering reaction rate decreases the lifetime of the intermediate substrate.
The concentration of the intermediate substrate is only significant in a small volume
around the first enzyme. The ratio of reaction rates, k2,scaf /k2,f ree , increases with
increased sequestration rate as predicted by equation 2.10. The container radius is
1.2 µm, corresponding to 0.2 nM as used in [Wilner et al., 2009]. Enzyme parameters are
described in the Materials and Methods section. Reprinted with permission from [Idan
and Hess, 2013b] Copyright (2013) American Chemical Society.
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This model can also be applied to existing experimental systems. In a previous experiment, Fu et al. used a DNA origami tile to bind GOx and HRP at various distances [Fu
et al., 2012]. Using this sequestration model we were able to recreate their results to a
high degree of accuracy, as can be seen in figure 2.9.

Figure 2.9: Results of the sequestration model when applied to a previously performed
experiment. When a sequestering reaction occurs within the reaction volume, a scaffold
can provide a significant benefit over a no-scaffold system over a time course of minutes.
Even a modest increase in scaffold size reduces the throughput of the system. System
parameters were obtained from [Fu et al., 2012].
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2.3.5

Compartmentalization model

Finally, the affinity of hydrogen peroxide for protein surfaces has been previously suggested to be responsible for the scaffold-related enhancement in throughput [Chung
et al., 2007, Dominguez et al., 2010], and a recent scaffold experiment where a protein
placed in between enzyme 1 and 2 leads to an increase in throughput seems to confirm
the concept [Fu et al., 2012]. This phenomenon suggests that attractive interactions between substrate molecules and enzymes/scaffolds are a potential driver for the increase
in throughput observed in these systems. Again we aim to show that the behavior of the
system can be captured by a simple model. To describe this process, we conceptually
envelope a pair of enzymes with a semipermeable spherical barrier for the intermediate
substrate. The probability of a substrate molecule to cross the barrier is reduced in
proportion to the Arrhenius factor eEb /kT and leads to an increase in the local concentration of substrate molecules, which in turn enhances the production rate of enzyme 2.
The intermediate substrate concentration in the smaller compartment increases rapidly
and the throughput reaches half its maximum (k2 = k1 /2) after a time t1/2 given by
(see Appendix A for full derivation):

t1/2 =

Km,2
V 00 e−Eb /kT
2kcat,2 − k1

(2.11)

where Eb is the binding energy between scaffold/enzymes and the intermediate substrate and V 00 is the volume of the container. The size of the “virtual” compartment
created by the attractive interaction between substrate molecules and scaffold/enzymes
does not affect the persistence of the enhancement effect (see Appendix A). A numerical
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solution of the reaction equations confirms the intuition that the local substrate concentration increases relative to the substrate concentration in the container roughly in
proportion to the Arrhenius factor and gives a sustained boost to the cascade throughput irrespective of the size of the compartment. Due to the exponential dependence
of the Arrhenius factor on the binding energy, already a modest attractive interaction
with binding energy of one or two kT substantially increases the local substrate concentration in the vicinity of the enzymes and the throughput of the cascade (Figure
2.10). For comparison, several small molecule substrates of HRP have binding energies
to DNA between 3 and 20 kT [Lin and Wheeldon, 2013]. This increase persists on a
time scale of hours and not just seconds as the increase in throughput calculated for
freely diffusing substrate molecules (Equation 2.7).
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Figure 2.10: Simulations of the compartment model for different barrier energies. For a
spherical compartment with a 20 nm radius, an energy barrier on the order of a few kT
increases production rate compared to a non-scaffold system. This increase is evident
on time scales of minutes and hours. The time to reach half the maximum speed can be
approximated by equation 2.11 and is approximately 4 minutes for a barrier of 2 kT, 12
minutes for a barrier of 1 kT and 30 minutes for a no-scaffold system (see Figure 2.3).
The enzyme concentrations are 0.2 nM for both enzymes, and the kinetic parameters of
enzyme 1 and 2 are equal to those of glucose oxidase and HRP, respectively, as stated
in the Materials and Methods section. Reprinted with permission from [Idan and Hess,
2013b] Copyright (2013) American Chemical Society.
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2.4

Discussion

The ability to design and manipulate both natural and synthetic scaffolds has allowed
the creation and integration of pathways into living hosts with great success [Lim,
2010] and improves the scalability of scaffold-dependent processes, and complements
approaches to create assemblies by protein fusion [Conrado et al., 2008]. The ability to
design and fabricate scaffolds from nucleic acids which enable the placement of enzymes
with nanometer precision is a marvel of nanobiotechnology. However, the physical mechanisms responsible for the observed improvements still need to be clarified in order to
enable the rational design of these highly promising additions to the biotechnology
toolkit. In the past decade, enzymes have found commercial success as catalysts with
superb enantio-, chemo- and regioselectivity in applications in biofuels, fine chemicals,
and pharmaceuticals [Thayer, 2012]. Scaffolds have the potential to make multi-step
reactions using biocatalytic routes viable and further expand the applications of this
green chemistry tool. The throughput of sequential enzymatic reactions can be enhanced by spatial organization, e.g. by localization into microcompartments [Savage
et al., 2010,Lizana et al., 2009,Weisz, 1962]. While the concept of increasing throughput
by placing enzymes close together is intuitively appealing [Conrado et al., 2008, Anderson et al., 2003], we show that – for freely diffusing reactants – cascade throughput is
only enhanced in very large containers, such as mammalian cells [An et al., 2008] or the
extracellular environment of the cellulosome [Beckham et al., 2011, Kim et al., 2011],
and only for a limited time. Of course, cellular scaffolds often support enzymatic cascades in which reactants are not permitted to diffuse freely, [Good et al., 2011, Klann
et al., 2011], but recent engineered scaffolds aim to support reaction sequences with
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freely diffusing substrates [Dueber et al., 2009, Wilner et al., 2009, Delebecque et al.,
2011]. Rather than the proximity between two sequential enzymes alone, we have suggested three models to explain the observed behavior of experimental systems. First,
the aggregation of large numbers of enzymes on a scaffold enhances throughput by
providing multiple targets for the diffusing substrate. The aggregation of scaffolds has
been observed in previous experimental systems (see [Wilner et al., 2009]), and this
model has been successfully applied to these systems, recreating the behavior observed
experimentally. Secondly, if substrate molecules for enzyme 2 are sequestered by an
alternative reaction in the container, a scaffold can add a permanent boost to cascade
throughput with a magnitude given by the ratio of the timescale defined by equation
2.7 to the lifetime of the substrate molecule in the container. The sequestration of
intermediate substrates, such as hydrogen peroxide, is a topic of active research, and
there is evidence to support the sequestration of intermediates in the studied systems.
Using this model, we have successfully predicted the results shown in [Fu et al., 2012].
Finally, a weak attractive interaction between substrate molecules and the scaffold creates a “virtual compartment” and substantially accelerates initial throughput. This
model can be used to explain the large increase in final product concentration shown
in many of these experiments and can also be applied to biological systems, where
natural compartments such as vesicles can serve both as a scaffold, restricting enzyme
movement, but also as a barrier for the intermediate substrate. All three models have
been successful in predicting experimental results and can be used individually or in
combination in order to more accurately describe engineered systems. These models
can also be used in order to design new and improved artificial cascades on scaffolds.
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By harnessing the knowledge we gain from these models, we can apply these effects in a
controlled environment, causing scaffolds to aggregate by using known chemical interactions, adding competing reactions into the solution in order to induce a sequestering
reaction, or by chemically modifying the scaffold in order to create a known affinity
of the intermediate substrate to the scaffold. Using these reactions, we can engineer
better cascades to increase throughput and create artificial systems that can be scaled
up and used commercially.
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Chapter 3
Mechanically Coupled Molecular
Motors

3.1

Introduction

The collective behavior of motor proteins moving on a filament is an important aspect
of cellular function, neuronal transport and muscle contraction [Boron and Boulpaep,
2012]. While the motion of a single motor is well characterized [Kolomeisky and Fisher,
2007], stochastic effects must be accounted for when considering the motion of numerous motors on the same filament. Modeling this behavior can help understand axonal
transport disorders which lead to neuronal diseases. Coupled molecular motors are
fascinating objects of study in the field of complex dynamical systems, because they
combine mechanical complexity with chemical stochasticity. In addition, biomolecular motors, such as motor proteins from the kinesin, dynein and myosin families, and

their associated cytoskeletal filaments (microtubules and actin filaments) enable the
construction of in vitro model systems called “gliding motility assays” where the system dynamics is readily observable by fluorescence microscopy [Yanagida et al., 1984].
Gliding motility assays, in which surface-adsrobed kinesin motors propel fluorescent
microtubules, are a perfect platform on which to validate this model [Howard et al.,
1989].

3.1.1

Microtubules and kinesin motors

Microtubules are cytoskeletal filaments with a diameter of 25 nm assembled from thousands of alpha and beta tubulin heterodimers hat assemble into protofilaments and are
associated with kinesin and dynein motor proteins. [Howard, 2001]. When polymerized
in vitro, their length is described by a Schulz distribution with an average length on the
order of 5 µm [Jeune-Smith and Hess, 2010] (Figure 3.1). Kinesins are double-headed
processive molecular motors that participate in cellular cargo transport, axonal fast
anterograde transport and cell division. Kinesins walk towards the plus end of their
associated filaments, microtubules, with 8 nm steps (Figure 3.1). A single kinesin-1
motor protein, a prominent example of a processive motor, binds to a microtubule,
executes about a hundred force-producing steps of constant length d = 8 nm, and unbinds. The time intervals between individual steps are Poisson-distributed around a
force-dependent mean, so that the movement of single kinesins can be characterized by
an average velocity and a diffusive term according to:

(x (t) − x0 )2 = dvt
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(3.1)

where x (t) is the position of the motor along its trajectory, d is the distance covered
in each step, and t is the time. The product dv/2 can be identified as a diffusion
coefficient, and measurements with optical tweezers found dv/2 = 3.2 · 10−15 m2 /s for
kinesin-1 motors at saturating ATP concentrations [Svoboda et al., 1993, Svoboda and
Block, 1994].

Figure 3.1: Structure of a microtubule and kinesin processing. Left: Microtubule
filaments are constructed from α and β tubulin dimers (A), which form protofilaments
(B). Microtubule filaments can polymerize to length on the order of micrometers with
a lumen diameter of 25 nm (C). Right: Kinesin motors process along microtubules
by converting ATP to ADP, performing a hand-over-hand motion with 8 nm steps.
Adapted from [Alberts et al., 2002]
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3.1.2

Gliding motility assays

In a gliding motility assay, the motor proteins are attached with their tails to a surface
and bind with their “heads” (the mechanically active part) to a cytoskeletal filament
and can transport it with a velocity of hundreds of nanometers per second [Howard
et al., 1989, Vale et al., 1985, Tucker et al., 2009] (Figure 3.2)on a trajectory which can
be described by a worm-like chain model with a persistence length of 0.1 mm [Nitta and
Hess, 2005]. This configuration creates a coupled array of motors, because advancement
of one motor will stretch its tail, which in turn pulls on the filament and displaces it
(Figure 3.2). The displacement will be communicated to the other motors because it
stretches their tails, in other words it creates a “negative load”. Since the stepping of
each motor is load-dependent, this flow of mechanical information creates the potential
for synchronization and other features of collective dynamics known from the analysis
of macroscopic systems. The elucidation of the dynamics of coupled molecular motors
in gliding motility assays has been a goal of theoretical [Duke et al., 1995, Tawada
and Sekimoto, 1991b, Tawada and Sekimoto, 1991a, Julicher et al., 1997, Sekimoto and
Tawada, 1995, Sekimoto and Tawada, 2001, Imafuku et al., 2008] and experimental
efforts [Imafuku et al., 1996, Nitta and Hess, 2005, Diez et al., 2004, Leduc et al., 2007]
for more than 20 years.
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Figure 3.2: Gliding motility assays. Surface-adhered kinesin motor proteins process
along a microtubule, propelling it across the surface. In a flow cell, kinesins are bound
to a glass substrate and fluorescntly-tagged microtubules can be imaged and tracked
using epifluorescent microscopy.
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3.1.3

Fluctuations in microtubule velocity

When two surface-adhered kinesins are bound to the same microtubule, tracking of
the microtubule position with nanometer accuracy has revealed that the microtubule
shifts position in increments of one half of a kinesin step, because the low viscous
drag on the microtubule leads to a near-instantaneous sharing of the displacement between the attached motors. However, the steps of the two motors are uncorrelated,
and already a third motor modifies the microtubule dynamics so that distinct steps
cannot be detected anymore. As the density of surface-adhered kinesins is increased,
the average spacing between motors can be reduced all the way to 10 nm [Agarwal
et al., 2012, Katira et al., 2007], which implies that hundreds of motors interact simultaneously with a microtubule. The mean microtubule velocity has been found to be
unaffected by the density of kinesin-1 motors, which is expected when the drag on the
microtubule is small compared to the force generated by the motors and the motors
do not hinder each other so that they can step at the same velocity as a single unencumbered motor [Howard et al., 1989, Stracke et al., 2000, Kawaguchi and Ishiwata,
2000]. When a large number of motors is attached, individual steps in the microtubule
motion cannot be observed anymore. However the motional diffusion coefficient has
been measured to be similar to the diffusion coefficient measured for individual motors
(Dmeasured = 2.6 · 10−15 m2 /s, [Imafuku et al., 1996] Dmeasured = 2 · 10−15 m2 /s [Nitta
and Hess, 2005]), suggesting synchronization between motors. This apparent paradox
is resolved by a theoretical analysis of Sekimoto and Tawada which incorporates the
dispersity in the motor attachment configuration into the analysis of the motion and
concludes that – in the limit of many coupled motors – the reduction of velocity fluctua46

tions by the addition of independently acting motors is exactly balanced by an increase
in the velocity fluctuations due to the constantly changing distribution of attachment
geometries (Figure 3.3) [Sekimoto and Tawada, 1995]. As a result, the motional diffusion coefficient D is independent of the length of the microtubule and given by:

D=γ·

v
2ρ

(3.2)

where v is the gliding velocity and ρ is the linear density of motors (the inverse of
the average spacing) and the constant GF, which we refer to as the “geometry factor”, quantifies the dispersity in force production by motors due to varying attachment
geometries:
(ai − a0 )2
γ=
a20

(3.3)

where ai is the contribution to the motion by the tail stretch of motor i (Figure 3.3) and
a0 is the average over all motors. Here we combine the measurement of the motional
diffusion coefficient with a measurement of the velocity and motor density, which enables
us to determine, for the first time, the geometry factor. The measured geometry factor
of 0.63 constrains the possible distributions of attachment geometries. The discrepancy
between the calculated geometry factor of a random distribution of geometries (1.93)
and the measured geometry factor implies that motors are partially aligned.
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Figure 3.3: Kinesin contribution to the microtubule motion. As a kinesin motors steps
along a microtubule, the contribution to the motion of the microtubule is the projection
of the tail stretch on the microtubule motion axis. This contribution is determined by
the kinesin attachment geometry (see Appendix B).
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3.2
3.2.1

Materials and Methods
Gliding motility assays

The experiments were performed at a temperature of 24 °C in approximately 100
µm high and 1 cm wide flow cells assembled from two coverslips and double-stick
tape [Howard et al., 1993]. A kinesin construct consisting of the wild-type, full-length
Drosophila melanogaster kinesin heavy chain and a C-terminal His-tag was expressed
in Escherichia coli and purified using a Ni-NTA column [Coy et al., 1999]. Microtubules
were prepared by polymerizing 20 µg of rhodamine-labeled tubulin (Cytoskeleton Inc.)
in 6.5 µL of growth solution containing 4 mM of MgCl2 , 1 mM of GTP, and 5% DMSO
(v/v) in BRB80 buffer for 30 min at 37 °C. The microtubules were then 100-fold diluted and stabilized in 10 µM paclitaxel (Sigma, Saint Louis MO). The flow cells were
first filled with a solution of casein (0.5 mg/mL, Sigma) dissolved in BRB80 (80 mM of
PIPES, 1 mM of MgCl2 , 1 mM of EGTA, and pH of 6.9). After 5 min, it was exchanged
with a kinesin solution (310±100, 620±200, 1250±400, 2500±790, 3100±1180 µm−2 ,
obtained from landing rate measurements described previously [Katira et al., 2007] in
BRB80 with 0.5 mg/mL of casein and 1 mM of ATP). After another 5 min, this was
exchanged against a motility solution (10 µM of paclitaxel, an antifade system made
up of 20 mM of D-glucose, 20 µg/mL of glucose oxidase, 8 µg/mL of catalase, 10 mM
of dithiothreitol, and 1 mM of ATP in BRB80) containing 6.4 µg/mL microtubules
and was injected for 5 min followed by two washes of motility solution (without microtubules) to remove excess tubulin. Each flow cell was immediately moved to an
epifluorescence microscope (Nikon TE2000), and movies of 5 different FOVs were im49

aged using a 40 Ö oil objective. The flow cell was imaged every two seconds for 100
seconds per movie with an exposure time of 200 ms. 20 microtubules per kinesin density were tracked using ImageJ software (NIH) and tip positions were recorded for each
frame.

3.2.2

Microtubule motion analysis

Using MATLAB (Mathworks Inc.), the distance between two consecutive tip locations,
rj , was measured. Each time step was defined as ∆t (i) = i · t0 , where t0 = 2 s is the
time between consecutive frame captures. The step size corresponding to each time
step is the sum of single steps:
xj (i) =

j+i
X

rk

(3.4)

k=j

The deviation from the mean, ∆xj (i), was calculated as ∆xj (i) = xj (i) − x0 (i) ,where
x0 (i) is the mean step size corresponding to the i-th time step. The mean square
deviation, (∆xj (i))2

j

= (∆x)2 was calculated by averaging the square deviations

over the index j. The MSD was plotted as a function of the time step and a linear fit
was plotted. The diffusion coefficient is related to the slope through the equation:

2
(∆x)2 = 2D∆t + σerr

(3.5)

2
where σerr
is the variance of the distance measurement errors [Imafuku et al., 1996]. The

slopes of 20 microtubules were averaged and the diffusion coefficient for each kinesin
concentration was calculated. To calculate the geometry factor, the linear density of
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kinesins was calculated based on the surface density:

ρ=σ·w

(3.6)

where w = 119 nm is the effective “width” of a microtubule where kinesins can attach.
This width was calculated based on a maximum kinesin tail length of 57 nm and a
microtubule height of 20 nm. The maximum distance from a microtubule a kinesin
can attach to the surface and the microtubule while maintaining a total tail stretch
smaller than 57 nm was calculated geometrically. The diffusion coefficient was plotted
as a function of kinesin spacing and the geometry factor was calculated according to
equation 3.2.

3.2.3

Monte Carlo simulations of motor attachment

Populations of motors with random attachment points were generated using MATLAB
(Mathworks Inc.). Each motor was assigned three parameters – the distance between
the surface attachment point and the microtubule axis (x), the protofilament to which
the head is attached (ϕ), and the distance along the microtubule axis between the
surface attachment point and the head attachment point (y). The parameters were
sweeped in order x − ϕ − y, with each parameter being confined so that the maximum
tail stretch of 57 nm is not exceeded. We identify each motor by its x coordinate, with
a parameter sweep of ϕ, y. The probability attachment of each motor is normalized
to 1 and distributed among these attachment configurations. For each motor, the
contribution ai was calculated using two spatial angles, θ, φ calculated from the three
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parameters and the given microtubule height from the surface of 20 nm (see Appendix
B). The contribution of each motor is given by:
v 

2
u
h
u
t cos(φ)

h
h

 cos (θ)
ai (θ, φ) = 
+ d2 − 2
d cot (θ) −
2
cos (φ)
sin (θ) cos (φ) 
sin (θ)

(3.7)

where d is the step size of the kinesin, h is the microtubule height above the surface,
θ is the angle between the kinesin tail and the microtubule axis (which is parallel to
the x-axis) and φ is the angle between the projection of the kinesin tail onto the y-z
plane and the z axis. The geometry factor generated by these contributions is defined
as in equation 3.3. Probabilities for attachment were given to each motor based on tail
length with a length cutoff of 57 nm, using P = e(0.5−E(`))/kT , where E (`) is the stretch
energy of the kinesin tail. The average and variance of approximately 93,000 motors
were calculated.

3.2.4

Theoretical model of motor population

Using MATLAB (Mathworks Inc.), we constructed a model in which the drag force
on the microtubule pulls on the attached motors and increases the tail stretch of each
motor by a constant:
∆y = Fdrag /k ∗

(3.8)

where Fdrag is the total drag force on the microtubule, k ∗ is the collective spring constant of all tails of the attached motors. Each attached motor experiences an increase
in y, therefore increasing or decreasing the motor’s ai , depending on the motor tail
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orientation. As described in section 3.3.1, we can calculate the drag force based on our
experimental results. Therefore, by obtaining the required shift in y in order to obtain
the observed geometry factor, we can calculate the apparent collective spring constant
of the attached motors.
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3.3
3.3.1

Results
Gliding motility assays and microtubule motion analysis

As observed in previous publications [Imafuku et al., 1996, Svoboda et al., 1994, Nitta
and Hess, 2005], microtubule velocity fluctuated around a mean (of v = 0.5 um/s) (Figure 3.4). A sample trajectory can be seen in Figure 3.4A. The mean square deviations
from the average were linear with the time step for up to 20 s for all microtubules.
Using a linear fit and averaging the slopes of all microtubules for every kinesin density,
we calculated the diffusion coefficient.

Figure 3.4: Experimental Results of a gliding motility assay. (A) Typical field of view.
Fluorescent microtubules can be seen, with a typical trajectory marked by green arrows
using NIH ImageJ. (B) Velocity profile of a single microtubule during an experiment.
(C) Mean square deviation from average as a function of time step for a single microtubule. A linear fit with R2 = 0.99 was plotted to calculate the diffusion coefficient of
the microtubule, based on equation 3.5. Linear fitting results in a diffusion coefficient
of 0.003 µm2 /s. All images and graphs correspond to the same microtubule from an
experiment with kinesin surface density of σ = 300 µm−2 .
The diffusion coefficient as a function of kinesin spacing can be seen in Figure
3.5. Using a weighted linear fit, the slope was found to be 0.154 ± 0.03 µm/s and the
intercept 16 ± 1.3 · 10−4 µm2 /s. Using the slope and the average microtubule velocity
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of v = 0.49 ± 0.014 µm/s, we calculated the geometry factor in our experimental setup
to be GFexp = 0.63 ± 0.12. Based on [Imafuku et al., 1996], we can use the observed
intercept to calculate the total drag force on the microtubule exerted by the attached
motors. The diffusion coefficient has a fixed offset:

Dapp =

kT
+D
Lζ

(3.9)

Based on the intercept calculated we know:

s=

kT
= 16 ± 1.3 · 10−4 µm2 /s
Lζ

(3.10)

Using [Hunt et al., 1994]:
v
Fdrag = ζLv = kT = 1.3 ± 0.04 pN
s
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(3.11)

Figure 3.5: Measured diffusion coefficient as a function of kinesin spacing. A linear fit
of the five measured densities with a slope of 0.154 ± 0.03 µm/s and an intercept of
0.0016 ± 1.3 · 10−4 µm2 /s results in a geometry factor of 0.63 ± 0.12 based on equation
3.2. Error bars represent the SEM and are too small to be seen in most data points.

3.3.2

Monte Carlo simulations of motor attachment

The probability density function of the contributions of the randomly-aligned motors
can be seen in Figure 3.6A. The distribution has a mean of 0.72 nm and a variance of
1 nm2 , giving rise to a geometry factor of 1.93. For a y shift of 50 nm, the distribution
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is shifted, resulting in a larger mean of 1.24 nm and a smaller variance of 0.98 nm2
which reduces the geometry factor of the system to 0.63 as observed experimentally.
Combining this result with the drag force obtained from our experiments, we obtain a
collective spring constant of k ∗ = 0.03 pN/nm which is similar to observed values of the
spring constant of the kinesin tail [Berger et al., 2013]. The shift in the ai probability
distribution can be seen in Figure 3.6B.

Figure 3.6: Probability distribution functions of the motor contribution to the microtubule motion, based on Monte Carlo simulations. (A) Probability distribution for
randomly aligned motors, with a mean of 0.72 nm and variance of 1 nm2 , resulting in
a geometry factor of 1.93. (B) By adding a constant displacement of 50 nm to every
motor attachment point on the microtubule, the distribution is shifted, resulting in a
larger mean of 1.24 nm and a smaller variance of 0.98 nm2 which reduces the geometry
factor of the system to 0.63 as observed experimentally.

The change in geometry factor as a function of the total drag force on the microtubule can be seen in Figure 3.7, with the experimental geometry factor and corresponding force denoted.
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Figure 3.7: The geometry factor as a function of the drag force from Monte Carlo
simulations. An increase in the drag force on the microtubule incurs a larger portion
of the kinesin population to align, thereby reducing the geometry factor of the system.
The geometry factor and force which corresponds to the experimental finding is noted.
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3.4

Discussion

The aggregate behavior of coupled motors is an important aspect of many biological
functions. Currently, our ability to study motor behavior is limited to high-accuracy,
low-number experiments such as optical trapping or atomic force microscopy of single
motors. However, the findings of these experiments are hard to extrapolate when
dealing with large populations of motors as in muscle contraction and cellular transport.
For the first time, we have been able to infer population behavior for a large number
of motors through observations of aggregate behavior which mimics motor behavior
within the cell.
The geometry factor, as predicted by [Sekimoto and Tawada, 1995], is related to
motor density and microtubule velocity, and can be used to infer motor geometrical
properties. Without prior knowledge, the assumption that every motor attaches individually, and that the motor population has a random distribution of attachment and
force generation seems likely. However, the disparity between the geometry factor observed in experiments and the geometry factor of simulated randomly attached motors
suggests a partial alignment of the motors, which must come for the mechanical coupling through the shared microtubule. Our simulations show that this coupling, which
distributes the drag force on the microtubule across all attached motors, could partially
align the motors and reduce the geometry factor to what is observed in experiments.
This could further be improved by conducting experiments at varying ATP concentrations, leading to varying microtubule velocities, which could be used to correlate the
diffusion coefficient and the geometry factor. Furthermore, this method of aggregate
behavior study could be expanded to similar motility assays such as actin-myosin, to
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infer properties of muscle contraction, as well as other biological systems which are
dependent on coupling and aggregate behavior such as tissue growth and cell expansion
and migration.
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Chapter 4
Self-Assembly of Millimeter-Long
Nanowires

4.1

Introduction

‘‘How far can we push chemical self-assembly?’’ is one of the big questions in science [Service, 2005]. One approach to overcome the limitations in component size,
assembly speed and structural characteristics of chemical self-assembly is to utilize active transport rather than diffusion as the mechanism to achieve the recruitment and
assembly of building blocks into a larger structure [Hess, 2006]. Active transport, for
example driven by molecular motors, can move larger components faster than diffusion.
Also, the spectrum of forces exerted during and after assembly by active transport is
dramatically different from the spectrum of thermal forces present during and after
equilibrium self-assembly. As a result, the assembly of non-equilibrium structures,

such as structures under high internal strain, should be possible. The integration of
molecular and nanoscale components into functional macroscopic systems is one of the
central challenges in nanotechnology. On the bottom-up route, the challenge arises
from the unfavorable scaling of diffusion-driven self-assembly with increasing component size [Service, 2005,Mann and Colfen, 2003]. On the top-down route, the sequential
nature of robotic assembly is ill-suited to the high-throughput required by the large
number of microscopic components [Morris et al., 2005]. Natural growth processes, e.g.
embryogenesis, assemble complex macroscopic structures by using motile cells which
position themselves using active, energy-consuming movement [Steinberg, 1970]. Endowing molecular and nanoscale building blocks with the ability to autonomously move,
e.g. by loading them onto molecular shuttles, may similarly overcome the limitations
of diffusion-driven self-assembly. A simple model system for active self-assembly is
the assembly of ‘‘sticky’’ microtubules gliding on a surface coated with kinesin motor
proteins into ‘‘nanospools’’ [Hess et al., 2005, Liu et al., 2008]. Biotinylated microtubules form when thousands of biotinylated tubulin proteins polymerize into tubular
filaments with a diameter of 25 nm and a length of several micrometres, and they
can bind to kinesin motor proteins adhered to a surface [Howard, 2001]. When these
microtubules are partially coated with streptavidin, they become ‘‘sticky’’ because biotin–streptavidin–biotin cross-links can form. When gliding sticky microtubules collide,
they assemble into elongated bundles.
In this chapter we show that by optimizing the microtubule transport velocity,
which affects the time available for biotin-streptavidin binding [Agarwal et al., 2009]
and reduces spool formation [Liu and Bachand, 2011], microtubule bundles with near
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millimeter lengths can be formed. This represents a ten-fold increase in the reported size
of the assembled microtubule structures [Kawamura et al., 2010b]. Our aim is to show
experimentally that active transport by biomolecular motors can assemble structures
of nearly one millimeter in length from building blocks only about 10 micrometers in
size. A basic theoretical model of the assembly process illustrates the advantages and
limitations of active transport processes relative to diffusion-driven self-assembly and
robotic assembly.

4.1.1

“Sticky” gliding motility assays

The experimental model system is the assembly of extended bundles of biotinylated
microtubules cross-linked by streptavidin via active transport on a kinesin-coated surface as in a motility gliding assay described in chapter 2 (Figure 4.1). Biotinylated
microtubules can be cross-linked with streptavidin. When cross-linking occurs during
microtubule gliding on kinesin-coated surfaces, extended linear bundles and spools of
microtubules are formed [Hess et al., 2005, Bachand et al., 2005]. This process is a
striking example of an active self-assembly process [Hess, 2006], and has been investigated in several recent studies [Liu et al., 2008, Kawamura et al., 2008, Kakugo et al.,
2009,Kawamura et al., 2010a,Luria et al., 2011,Liu and Bachand, 2011,Crenshaw et al.,
2011, Liu et al., 2011]. Bundles are converted into spools when simultaneous collisions
of multiple bundles create circular topologies or when the tip of the bundle encounters
a defective motor and its movement is arrested leading to a spiraling movement and
the formation of a spool [Luria et al., 2011]. Therefore, bundles are transient structures
(unless gliding is stopped by removal of ATP or chemical fixation), and require a suit63

able combination of initial microtubule densities, streptavidin concentrations, degrees
of microtubule biotinylation, ATP concentration, and assembly time.

In our experiments, biotinylated microtubules were adsorbed to kinesin-coated surfaces and exposed to a 10 nM streptavidin solution for 5 min. This leads to partial
coverage of the biotin linkers on the microtubules, enabling cross-linking when microtubules collide. Varying the microtubule gliding velocity by adjusting kinesin motor
activity via the ATP concentration in the solution affected the length of the longest
observed microtubule bundles. The ATP concentration was maintained at a constant
level for hours by employing an ATP regenerating system [Leduc et al., 2007]. Otherwise, the assembly process is arrested at low ATP concentrations by a lack of ATP
within an hour. ATP concentrations of 20 µM (corresponding to gliding speeds of 0.1
µm/s) proved optimal (see Appendix C). Collisions of the gliding microtubules lead
to the formation of bundles, which collide with each other and form even larger linear
bundles. Bundles are converted into spools when simultaneous collisions of multiple
bundles create circular topologies or when the tip of the bundle encounters a defective
motor and its movement is arrested leading to a spiraling movement and the formation
of a spool [Luria et al., 2011]. Therefore, bundles are transient structures (unless gliding
is stopped by removal of ATP or chemical fixation), and require a suitable combination of initial microtubule densities, streptavidin concentrations, degrees of microtubule
biotinylation, ATP concentration, and assembly time.
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Figure 4.1: “Sticky” gliding motility assays. (A) Surface-adhered kinesin motor proteins can transport biotinylated microtubules with gliding velocities up to 1 µm/s. (B)
A partial coating with streptavidin enables microtubules to cross-link into microtubule
bundles. (C) Individual microtubules and microtubule bundles can form “spools” either
when three or more microtubules simultaneously collide, or when a defective motor arrests the gliding of a microtubule tip. Adapted from [Luria et al., 2011] with permission
from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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4.2
4.2.1

Materials and Methods
Motility assays

The “active transport” experiments were performed at a temperature of 18 °C in approximately 100 µm high and 1 cm wide flow cells assembled from two coverslips and
double-stick tape [Howard et al., 1993]. A kinesin construct consisting of the wild-type,
full-length Drosophila melanogaster kinesin heavy chain and a C-terminal His-tag was
expressed in Escherichia coli and purified using a Ni-NTA column [Coy et al., 1999]. Microtubules were prepared by polymerizing 20 µg of biotin labeled-tubulin (Cytoskeleton
Inc., Denver CO) in 6.5 µL of growth solution containing 4 mM MgCl2 , 1 mM GTP,
and 5% DMSO (v/v) in BRB80 buffer for 30 min at 37 °C. The microtubules were
then 100-fold diluted and stabilized in 10 µM Paclitaxel (Sigma, Saint Louis MO). The
flow cells were first filled with a solution of casein (0.5 mg/mL, Sigma) dissolved in
BRB80 (80 mM PIPES, 1 mM MgCl2 , 1 mM EGTA, pH 6.9). After 5 minutes, it was
exchanged with a kinesin solution (10 nM in BRB80 with 0.5 mg/ mL casein and 0.02
mM ATP). After another 5 minutes, this was exchanged against a motility solution (10
µM Paclitaxel, an antifade system made up of 20 mM D-glucose, 20 µg/mL glucose
oxidase, 8 µg/mL catalase, 10 mM dithiothreitol, 0.02 mM ATP in BRB80) containing
varying concentrations of biotinylated microtubules (0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5 µg/mL) was injected for 5 minutes followed by two washes of motility solution (without biotinylated
microtubules) to remove excess biotin. Then 20 µL of an 80 nM solution of Alexa568labeled streptavidin solution (Invitrogen Inc.) in BRB80 with 0.5 mg/ml casein and 10
µM Paclitaxel was injected followed by two washes with 20 µL motility solution. Each
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flow cell was immediately moved to an epifluorescence microscope (Nikon TE2000) and
images of 4 different fields of view were taken using a 40X oil objective. The flow
cell was imaged again 30, 60, 120, and 180 minutes after the last wash with antifade
solution.

4.2.2

Control experiments

The “diffusion” experiments were performed at 23 °C. Microtubules were prepared
as described above and diluted 500-fold (BRB80 with 0.025 mg/mL casein and 10
µM Paclitaxel) to match the microtubule surface density of the “active transport”
experiments. 1.5 µL of the microtubule solution was placed on top of a casein-coated
glass coverslip followed by the addition of 1.5 µL of fluorescently labeled streptavidin
(Alexa Fluor 488, Invitrogen). The concentration of streptavidin was varied (3 nM, 5
nM, and 10 nM) to match the streptavidin coverage on the microtubules in the “active
transport” experiments. Immediately after the streptavidin was added, another caseincoated glass coverslip was placed on top of the 3 µL drop, and the solution spread out
over the surface of the glass coverslip resulting in a chamber approximately 3 µm high.
The edges of the top coverslip were lined and sealed with grease. Images of 4 different
fields of view were taken using a 100X oil objective at 0, 30, 60, and 120 minutes after
the chamber was sealed.
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4.3

4.3.1

Results

Motility assays

The largest observed microtubule bundle, identified by manually surveying the flow
cell, reached nearly one millimeter in length and was imaged 2 hours after the microtubule movement was initiated (Figure 4.2A). Bundles of more than half a millimeter
in length were repeatedly observed (see Appendix C). Since the bundles covered multiple fields-of-view, overlapping images were stitched together using NIH Image software.
The microtubule bundle in Figure 4.2A consists of 4,000 microtubules, based on a
comparison of the bundle brightness to the brightness of individual microtubules (see
Appendix C). These 4,000 microtubules were recruited from microtubules covering the
surface initially at a density of 6,000 mm−2 . In contrast, no such structures were found
in experiments in which diffusion was the primary mode of microtubule transport. In
these experiments, 3 µL of a solution containing biotinylated microtubules and 3, 5
or 10 nM of streptavidin were placed between two casein-coated coverslips and sealed
against evaporation. Due to the casein coating, the microtubules did not attach onto
the surface of the glass slide, and were able to diffuse freely. Again, collisions of these
diffusing microtubules led to the formation of larger aggregates due to the crosslinking of streptavidin and biotin. However, without the directed and forceful movement
imparted by the kinesin motors acting on the microtubules, these aggregates were disordered and had no discernable structure. The largest aggregates observed were only
0.1 mm in diameter (Figure 4.2B).
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Figure 4.2: Longest wire observed. (A) Active transport by kinesin motors assembles
individual microtubules into linear bundles and spools. The longest structure reached
a size of almost a millimetre (segments 1-4: 222, 49, 503, 166 µm, respectively). (B)
The largest microtubule aggregate observed when microtubules assemble only via twodimensional diffusion in a chamber of 3 µm height. Reprinted with permission from
[Idan et al., 2011] Copyright (2011) American Chemical Society.
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4.3.2

Assembly model

The advantages and limitations of an active self-assembly process over diffusion-driven
self-assembly can be illustrated by a simple theoretical model. Inspired by Kuhn and
Foersterling’s derivation of the diffusion-limited reaction rate [Kuhn and Foersterling,
1999], we model the assembling microtubules and bundles as spherical particles with
a radius proportional to the microtubule/bundle length moving on a two-dimensional
surface (Figure 4.3). All particles are assumed to have a uniform size which increases
with time as a result of the assembly process. The surface is conceptually divided into
sites of equal size, which are either occupied by the particles or empty. Particles hop
between sites at a rate determined by their radius and the transport mode (diffusive
with diffusion constant D or active with velocity v). According to our understanding of
the experimental system [Luria et al., 2011], the assembly process is approximated by
three events: (A) two particles meet and fuse into one larger particle which continues to
participate in the assembly process; (B) three particles simultaneously meet and form
a spool; (C) a particle spontaneously converts into a spool as a result of pinning of the
leading tip of the gliding microtubule bundle. The spools formed by processes (B) and
(C) are discounted from the further assembly process. Alternative modeling approaches
can be found in the literature of aggregation and fragmentation processes [Wattis,
2006, Bellomo et al., 2009]. Existing models of self-assembly processes, such as the tile
assembly model, assume very simplified transport processes where depletion of building
blocks or slowing of movement with increasing size is not considered [Rothemund and
Winfree, 2000, Adleman et al., 2001, Becker et al., 2006, Chen and Doty, 2012, Klavins
et al., 2006]. The focus of the model presented here is the impact of the scaling of
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the transport processes on the assembly kinetics, while the complexities introduced by
specific interactions or constraints on building block paths and orientations are entirely
neglected [Napp et al., 2011]. The presented model is a “hopping” model which can
model both, diffusive [Berg, 1983] and active [Chowdhury et al., 2000] transport.
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Figure 4.3: Assembly model for biotinylated microtubules. The basic model of the
assembly process considers microtubules and microtubule bundles (straight lines) as
particles with a uniform size (given by the average size of the microtubules and bundles
in the experiment) an orientation-averaged interaction radius. Particles hop to new
surface sites with a time constant given by the transport mode (diffusion or active
transport). Collisions between two particles reduce the number of particles, increase
the average size, and consequently change the interaction radius and hopping time.
Spools are formed by 3-particle collisions or spontaneously (mimicking the encounter
with defective motors). Reprinted with permission from [Idan et al., 2011] Copyright
(2011) American Chemical Society.
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Focusing first on process (A), the growth of microtubule bundles, in the absence of
the spool-forming processes (B) and (C), we can write for the number N of microtubules
and microtubule bundles on a surface with area A:
1
N
dN
= − · N · 6πR2
dt
τ
A

(4.1)

reflecting the probability that at a given time step one of the six neighboring sites of
a particle will be filled by another particle times the number of particles with τ as
hopping time and R as the interaction radius. The hopping time τ increases with the
interaction radius according to:
(2R)2
R2
τ=
=
4D
D

(4.2)

for diffusive transport, and:
τ=

2R
v

(4.3)

for active transport. The interaction radius R is a fraction f of the length L of a
microtubule bundle, because two microtubules/bundles can interact with each other
over distances which are dependent on their relative orientation. Furthermore, the
average length of a microtubule bundle increases as the number of microtubules/bundles
falls from its initial value N0 due to bundling. The approximate increase in length is
(see Appendix C):
r
R = f L = f L0

N0
N

(4.4)

This relationship approximates the increase in length resulting from the incorporation of
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a colliding microtubule/bundle into an existing microtubule/bundle at a random location along the existing microtubule/bundle. It also holds more generally for aggregation
in two dimensions. Furthermore, the diffusion coefficient of the microtubules/bundles
is size-dependent according to [Tirado et al., 1984]:

D=

6kT
3πηL

(4.5)

Solving equation 4.1 using equations 4.2-4.5 and inserting the solution into equation
4.4, yields an equation for the growth of the microtubules/bundles:

1/3
18kT σ0 t
L = L0 · 1 +
ηL0

(4.6)


3
f L0 σ0 vt
1+
2π

(4.7)

for diffusive transport, and:

L = L0

for active transport, where L0 is the initial length of the microtubules, kT = 4 pNnm is
the thermal energy at room temperature, σ0 is the initial microtubule density, η = 10−3
Pas is the viscosity of water, v is the velocity of the microtubules gliding on kinesin and
f = 4/π 2 is the ratio of effective radius to microtubule length. For the experiment shown
in Figure 4.2, the initial average length was determined to be 12 µm (118 microtubules
measured in 3 fields of view), and the initial microtubule density was measured to be of
6,000 mm−2 . The gliding velocity under our experimental conditions (0.02 mM ATP,
18 0C) is 0.1 µm/s [Tucker et al., 2009]. Under these conditions, the assembly speed
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(the derivative of the time-dependent length) of active transport equals 0.7 µm/s and
exceeds the assembly speed of diffusive transport (0.3 µm/s at t = 0 s) at all times.
However, for smaller building blocks or smaller active transport velocities, diffusive
transport has an initial advantage, as one would expect.

According to equations 4.6,4.7, the transition from diffusive to active transport is
already beneficial at the very beginning of the assembly process if the initial length of
the building blocks L0 exceeds:
s
Lthreshold =

πkT
ηv

(4.8)

For our assembly conditions (room temperature, viscosity of water, microtubule gliding
velocity of 0.1 µm/s), this threshold length is equal to 10 µm. If the size of the building
blocks is substantially below this threshold length, a hierarchical assembly process with
distinct stages of diffusive transport and active transport is desirable. For example,
microtubules are assembled from tubulin proteins by diffusion-based transport, while
the assembly of mitotic spindles and our microtubule bundles relies on active transport
[Hess, 2006]. If processes (B) and (C) – the formation of spools by the simultaneous
collisions of three microtubules/bundles and the formation of spools as a result of tip
pinning by defective motors – are included in the modeling, equation 4.1 is modified by
additional terms:
pinning
three
dNspool
dNspool
dN
dNbundle
=−
−3
−
dt
dt
dt
dt

(4.9)

These additions lead to coupled differential equations for the surface density of micro75

tubules/bundles and their length (for details see Appendix C):
dσ
kT
= −12
dt
η



σ 2 32 3
+ 3 Lσ
L
π



dL
6kT
=
σ
dt
η

(4.10)

(4.11)

for diffusive transport (where defective motors are absent), and:
dσ
12
384
vσ
= − vLσ 2 − 4 vL3 σ 3 −
dt
π
π
ddef ective

(4.12)

dL
6
= vL2 σ
dt
π

(4.13)

for active transport. Here, equation 4.4 does not apply, because spools remove microtubules and bundles from the pool. The numerical solution of these equations for
η = 10−3 Pas, v = 0.1 µm/s, ddef ective = 1 mm (according to [Nitta and Hess, 2005]),
L(0) = 12 µm, σ(0) = 6,000 mm−2 is shown in Figure 4.4. From the numerical analysis
of the diffusive transport case (equations 4.10 and 4.11), one finds that at long times
the rate of spool formation (σ 2 /L) decreases faster than the rate of bundling events
(L3 ) due to the different scaling. At long times, the bundle density evolves in proportion to 1/t and the bundle length increases with the logarithm of time. Bundle growth
proceeds indefinitely due to an absence of growth-arresting mechanisms in the model,
such as non-specific binding of bundles to a surface. For the active transport case
(equations 4.12 and 4.13), the equations show that when σ  L−2 , spooling via three
particle collisions dominates the dynamics and leads to a rapid drop in particle density. The microtubules/bundles contributing to spool formation are removed from the
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system without extending bundles. As a result, increasing the initial density beyond
L−2
increases the final length of the microtubules/bundles only marginally. At long
0
times, when σ  1/Lddef ective , the kinetics is dominated by an exponential removal of
microtubules/bundles from the system via spool formation due to tip pinning. Therefore, growth of bundles from collisions slows, and bundle length reaches a plateau. The
position of the plateau is most sensitive to the distance between surface defects which
cause tip pinning; for distances above 4 mm the model predicts that bundles reach more
than a millimeter in length. Finally, the terms on the right hand side of equations 4.12
and 4.13 scale linearly with velocity, so that doubling the velocity merely halves the
time to reach a certain point in the assembly process. However, in the experiment the
movement of the microtubules/bundles may be affected in subtle ways by changes in
velocity. For example, a lower velocity gives a microtubule pinned to a surface defect
more time to break free before a spool has formed.
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Figure 4.4: Assembly model results. In the assembly model (solid lines), the microtubule/bundle density drops exponentially as a result of bundling and spool formation
processes. At the same time, the length of the bundles increases to several hundred
micrometers if the microtubules/bundles move as a result of active transport. In contrast, diffusive transport leads to slower growth of bundles, due to the lower frequency
of collisions. The limited size of the cell in which assembly happens (˜1 cm2 ) defines a
lower limit for the density (˜10−2 mm−2 ). The acquisition of experimental data, in particular of the density of microtubules and bundles for active transport, is hampered by
the small field-of-view of the microscope (see Appendix C). Reprinted with permission
from [Idan et al., 2011] Copyright (2011) American Chemical Society.
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4.4

Discussion

The acceleration of the assembly process by active transport is caused by both an increase in the average velocity of the building blocks and the sustained movement in one
direction. Since the path of microtubules/bundles is affected by thermal fluctuations,
the direction of movement is randomized over time [Duke et al., 1995]. This process
can be described by a trajectory persistence length, which for the kinesin/microtubule
system is equal to 0.1 mm [Nitta and Hess, 2005, Nitta et al., 2008, Nitta et al., 2010].
Because the microtubule path is determined by the behavior of the leading tip [Hess
et al., 2001], microtubule bundles which are terminated by individual microtubules
should have an identical trajectory persistence length. As travel distances approach
the trajectory persistence length, the character of the active transport changes from
a ballistic to a diffusive regime [Vikhorev et al., 2008]. In the diffusive regime, the
microtubule/bundle trajectory can be described by a diffusion coefficient D = vLp
where v is the gliding velocity and Lp is the trajectory persistence length. For the kinesin/microtubule system (v=0.1 µm/s, Lp =0.1 mm), this “gliding” diffusion coefficient
is similar to the “free” diffusion coefficient of a 4 µm long microtubule (see Appendix
C). So for small bundles (¡100 µm), the accelerated assembly stems from the ballistic
trajectories at this length scale. For large bundles (¿100 µm), the active movement loses
its directedness, but the “gliding” diffusion coefficient does not diminish with size in
contrast to the “free” diffusion coefficient. Our simple analytical model does not capture
this transition, and thus somewhat overestimates the benefit of active transport. Since
the model calculates an average bundle size, while our experiments have focused on
finding the largest aggregates due to the difficulty of imaging an entire flow cell (˜2,500
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fields of view), the larger size of the observed structures (Figure 4.2) relative to the
model predictions (Figure 4.4) should be expected. A hierarchy of assembly processes
emerges from the above considerations. Self-assembly based on diffusive transport is
the preferred assembly process at the nano- to microscale. Self-assembly relying on
active transport can accelerate assembly processes at the microscale. Robotic assembly
wins at the millimeter scale, particularly when only a small number of structures has to
be fabricated [Morris et al., 2005]. Of course, a variety of alternative approaches can be
utilized to accelerate the diffusive self-assembly of microparticles. For example, a high
concentration of building blocks at the assembly site can be maintained by sedimentation or evaporation of the solvent [Serrano et al., 2011,Brinker et al., 1999]. The relative
merit of these alternatives has to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. Solvent evaporation, for example, is energetically costly relative to active transport by highly efficient
biomolecular motors. Similarly, the active self-assembly process can be enhanced if the
building blocks are attracted to each other or a specific assembly site. Self-propelled
nanorods, for example, can exhibit chemotactic behavior [Hong et al., 2007]. Biological
cells self-assemble by responding to chemical and mechanical cues with active and directed movement. However, the creation of steep chemical gradients at the microscale
is energetically costly as well [Tucker et al., 2008]. In summary, we have experimentally
shown that microtubule bundles nearly a millimeter in length can be formed by active
self-assembly. This demonstrates the promise of active transport by molecular motors
for mesoscale assembly, bridging the gap between self-assembly relying on diffusion and
robotic assembly. Our basic models indicate that active self-assembly begins to be faster
than self-assembly relying on diffusive transport roughly when the product of building
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block size and active transport velocity exceeds the diffusion coefficient of the building
blocks, and that the size of microtubule bundles is limited to about a millimeter by the
processes leading to spool formation. The utility of molecular motors and nanoscale
transporters in active self-assembly provides a justification for further efforts to develop
hybrid and synthetic systems [Kay et al., 2007].
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Chapter 5
Conclusion

5.1

Summary

We have detailed here a basic, yet comprehensive approach to modeling of nanoscale
transport systems. The three model systems studied - the transfer of molecules between enzymes in a cascades, the mechanical coupling of molecular motors propelling
a filament and the assembly of nanowires into millimeter-scale wires provide a basic
platform to develop transport models and simulations, and can readily be expanded
into other and more complex systems and networks.
We have constructed a physical model for sequential enzyme pairs and have shown
that the results from the existing enzyme cascade systems cannot be explained based
on freely diffusing intermediates. Using Monte Carlo simulations and simple approximations, we have developed an equation that describes the characteristic time after
which a scaffold no longer contributes to an increase in cascade throughput (Chapter

2, equation 2.7). To explain the observed experimental behavior of engineered systems
and to better predict and design future experiments, we have constructed three models
that explain various aspects of cascade behavior - the packing of numerous enzymes on a
scaffold, sequestering reactions which consume the intermediate substrate and compartmentalization of the scaffold, due to physical barriers or scaffold-substrate interactions.
The results from these models accurately describe three prominent engineered cascades
on scaffolds ( [Wilner et al., 2009, Delebecque et al., 2011, Fu et al., 2012]) and can be
used individually or in combination to design more efficient cascade systems.
A second model system that we have studied is the gliding motility assay, where
surface-adhered kinesin motor proteins hydrolize ATP in order to propel microtubules
across the surface. The colective behavior of large populations of motors was known to
be related to the geometrical configuration of the motors, but was never fully characterized and measured. Using a method previously developed in our lab, we were able
to measure the kinesin concentration on the sruface accurately, enabling us to measure,
for the first time, the “geometry factor” of the kinesin population. We constructed a
Monte Carlo simulation in order to evaluate the experimental findings to a randomlyattached motor population. From the experimental results, it is evident that the kinein
population is partially aligned, and a model based on the drag force on the microtubule
was constructed to explain our data. This is the first time an indirect measurement of
kinein attachment geometry has been made and the first time a multitude of motors
have been measured simultaneously.
The gliding motility assay also enabled us to study self-assembling systems and to
build upon previous publications from our lab. Biotinylated microtubules, propelled
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by surface-adhered kinesin motors, can be assembled into linear aggregates (wires) and
circular formations (spools). By optimizing system parameters such as microtubule
velocity, initial microtubule concentration and kinesin surface concentration, we have
been able to minimize spool formation in order to create larger wires. The longest wire
observed was almost a millimeter in size, with a width on the order of 100 nm. A
hopping model was constructed in order to predict system behavior. This model was
validated using our experimental results and can predict wire and spool formation for
much longer periods of time. Using this model, we can optimize system parameters
further and perform experiments to obtain specific wire lengths and spool densities.

5.2
5.2.1

Future directions
Enzyme Cascades on Nanoscale Scaffolds

The next logical step for this project would be to introduce a parallel line of experimental work to validate our models on one hand and to design optimal and novel
cascade systems. As a first step, the two-enzyme model should be tested and validated,
and results compared to existing experimental systems. Once our model is validated,
the combination of our different models could be used to optimize a production system. As an example, the O2 scavenging system used in our gliding motility assays,
which contains glucose oxidase and catalase, could be improved by tethering enzymes
to the microtubules or by immobilizing the enzymes to the surface. Similarly, an ATPregeneration system which contains creatine phosphokinase has been previously used to
drive longer motility assays and enable system study on the order of hours [Leduc et al.,
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2007]. Tethering the enzymes directly to the microtubule or compartmentalization of
the enzyme and substrate on designated scaffolds on the surface or on the microtubues
may increase system efficiency and allow for a reduction in material expenditure. In addition, the application of these models to existing pharmaceutical production or biofuel
production systems could be beneficial for future research. Collaborative work with
microbiology groups could enhance the current systems and allow us to implement
these models in complex systems, from standalone scaffolds to engineered scaffolds in
microorganisms such as bacteria and yeast.

5.2.2

Mechanically Coupled Molecular Motors

A continuation of this project can take on two different routes - the investigation of
other molecular motor and nanomachine collective behavior and the application of our
findings to better design these systems. The first route could initially include similar
gliding motility assays - such as the actin-myosin motility assays which has applications in artificial muscle engineering and muscle contraction study. Further expanding
our understanding of these systems could lead to a development of a broader, more
general model for coupled motors and nanomachines which could also be applicable
on other size scales, such as the behavior of populations of cells and collective bacteria movement. On the experimental design path, our results could be used to design
aligned motor arrays on the path to designing artificial muscles and nanomachines. As
our data suggest, the application of a drag force on the order of tens of piconewtons
can elicit a partial alignment of the motor populations. By increasing the drag force
through direct manipulation of the microtubules (such as fluid flow or magnetic fields)
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or through passive manipulation (such as an increase in the medium viscosity), one
could potentially generate a stronger alignment in the kinesin population. With a high
microtubule density, aligning the microtubules via flow and then arresting movement
could lead to large arrays of aligned motors, which would be the first step in creating
multi-layered muscle-like engineered nanoactuators.

5.2.3

Construction of Millimeter-Long Nanowires

Applications of nanowires in nano electrical and mechanical systems has been an active
area of research for the past 10 years [Xia and Yang, 2003, Schmidt et al., 2009, Yogeswaran and Chen, 2008, Brambilla, 2010] and the ability to fabricate nanowires with
repeatability and speed is a highly sought-after goal. Using our sticky gliding assays, the
generation of millimeter-long nanowires could be reproducibly achievable on a timescale
of an hour or less. By further optimizing the system for microtubule density, and using
our model, combined with an ATP-regeneration system, longer wire arrays could be generated and later functionalized by using metal deposition or attachment of microspheres
for various applications. In addition, the study and elimination of inactive motors on
the surface could provide a complimentary research angle to this study, as our results
suggest that to be the main cause for spool generation and loss of wires. By eliminating
the inactive motors and aligning the nanowires, we could generate large scale nanowire
arrays with relative speed to current fabrication techniques. These arrays can be used
for various applications such as optical lightguides, electrical conductors and molecular
transport arrays.
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Appendix A
Enzyme Cascades
A.1

System equations for free-floating enzymes

For a free-floating enzyme pair the time-dependent concentrations of the intermediate
substrate S2 (product of enzyme 1) and the product of enzyme 2 (P2 ) are given by:
1
[S1 ]
1
[S2 ]
d [S2 ]
=
kcat,1
−
kcat,2
dt
NA V
Km,1 + [S1 ] NA V
Km,2 + [S2 ]
k2 = kcat,2

[S2 ]
Km,2 + [S2 ]

d [P2 ]
1
[S2 ]
=
kcat,2
dt
NA V
Km,2 + [S2 ]

(A.1)

(A.2)
(A.3)

These equations are generally analytically intractable. However, for Km,1  [S1 ] and
[S2 ]  Km,2 the equations can be approximated by:
1
1 kcat,2
d [S2 ]
=
k1 −
[S2 ]
dt
NA V
NA V Km,2
k2 =

kcat,2
[S2 ]
Km,2

d [P2 ]
1 kcat,2
=
[S2 ]
dt
NA V Km,2
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(A.4)

(A.5)
(A.6)

that can be solved analytically:


k1

−N1V

kcat,2
t
Km,2



1−e A
kcat,2


k
− N 1 V Kcat,2 t
k2 = k1 1 − e A m,2

[S2 ] = Km,2

[P2 ] =

1
NA V


k1 t −

1

kcat,2
NA V Km,2

(A.7)

(A.8)


− 1
1 − e NA V

kcat,2
t
Km,2


(A.9)

Our assumptions remain valid for long times with the enzyme parameters used and
match the numerical solutions of the full equations.

A.2

Equations for systems with a sequestering side
reaction

For a sequestering reaction, we add a reaction term R to the approximate system
equations so that the equations are now:
d [S2 ]f ree
1
1 kcat,2
=
k1 −
[S2 ]f ree − R [S2 ]f ree
dt
NA V
NA V Km,2
k2,f ree =

kcat,2
[S2 ]f ree
Km,2

(A.10)

(A.11)

d [P2 ]f ree
1 kcat,2
=
[S2 ]f ree
dt
NA V Km,2

(A.12)

The solutions to these equations are:
[S2 ]f ree = k1 kcat,2
Km,2

k2,f ree = k1

1
+ NA V R

1
1+

Km,2
N V
kcat,2 A

R
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− N1V

kcat,2
+R
Km,2


− N1V

kcat,2
+R
Km,2

1−e

1−e

A

A

 !
t

 !
t

(A.13)

(A.14)

[P2 ]f ree =

1
NA V

k1



1
1+

Km,2
N V
kcat,2 A

R

t−

1

kcat,2
+R
NA V Km,2


1−e


− N1V
A

kcat,2
+R
Km,2

 !!
t

(A.15)
For a scaffold system we can write similar equations:

d [S2 ]scaf
[S2 ]scaf
kcat,1
[S1 ]
kcat,2
= (1 − Efdirect )
−
− R [S2 ]scaf (A.16)
dt
NA V Km,1 + [S1 ] NA V Km,2 + [S2 ]scaf
k2,scaf = Efdirect kcat,1

[S2 ]scaf
[S1 ]
+ kcat,2
Km,1 + [S1 ]
Km,2 + [S2 ]scaf

(A.17)

[S2 ]scaf
d [P2 ]scaf
1
1
[S1 ]
=
Efdirect kcat,1
+
kcat,2
dt
NA V
Km,1 + [S1 ] NA V
Km,2 + [S2 ]scaf

(A.18)

For Km,1  [S1 ] and [S2 ]scaf  Km,2 , we obtain:
d [S2 ]scaf
1
1 kcat,2
= (1 − Efdirect )
k1 −
[S2 ]scaf − R [S2 ]scaf
dt
NA V
NA V Km,2
k2,scaf = Efdirect k1 +

(A.19)

kcat,2
[S2 ]scaf
Km,2

(A.20)

d [P2 ]scaf
1
1 kcat,2
[S2 ]scaf
=
Efdirect k1 +
dt
NA V
NA V Km,2

(A.21)

that can be solved analytically:
[S2 ]scaf = (1 − Efdirect ) k1 kcat,2
Km,2

k2,scaf = Efdirect k1 + (1 − Efdirect ) k1

1
+ NA V R

1−e

Km,2
N V
kcat,2 A
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kcat,2
+R
Km,2

A



1
1+


− N1V

−

R

1−e

 !
t

kcat,2
1
+R
NA V Km,2

(A.22)

 !
t

(A.23)

NA V [P2 ]scaf = Efdirect k1 t+



(1 − Efdirect ) k1
1+

Km,2
N V
kcat,2 A

1

kcat,2
+R
NA V Km,2

t−

R


1−e


− N1V
A

kcat,2
+R
Km,2

(A.24)
We now write the ratio of the reaction rates of the scaffold and free system:
 !

k2,scaf
=
k2,f ree

Efdirect k1 + (1 − Efdirect ) k1
k1

1
Km,2
NA V
cat,2

1+ k

1−
= 1 + Efdirect

1−e

K
1+ k m,2 NA V
cat,2

1−e

R

2
Km,2
NA V
cat,2

1+ k

R

R

− N1V

kcat,2
+R
Km,2

A

1−e


− N1V


−

1
Km,2

1+ k

cat,2

1−e

NA V R

kcat,2
1
+R
NA V Km,2

−

1

A


t

(A.25)
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kcat,2
+R
Km,2

kcat,2
1
+R
NA V Km,2

t


t


t

!

!

(A.26)

For R · d  1 1 this is approximately:
= 1 + Efdirect

Km,2
NA V R
kcat,2

(A.27)

We can estimate fdirect ≈ r2 /d and E = kcat,2 /Km,2 kdif and obtain:
k2,scaf
r2
r2
V
=1+
NA V R ≈ 1 +
NA V R = 1 +
k2,f ree
dkdif
d4πr2 DNA
4πDf

A.3

(A.28)

Equations for a compartmentalization model

The compartmentalization model adds to the general equations the lifetimes of the
particle in the small compartment and the container. We denote the intermediate
substrate concentration in the small compartment and the large container by S2’ and
S2’’, respectively. The volumes of the small compartment and the large container are
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t

!!

denoted by V’ and V’’, respectively. The system is described by:
d [S20 ]
[S20 ] V 00 [S200 ]
1
1
[S1 ]
[S20 ]
−
=
−
+ 0
k
k
cat,1
cat,2
dt
Na V 0
Km,1 + [S1 ] Na V 0
Km,2 + [S20 ]
τ1
V τ2

(A.29)

d [S200 ]
V 0 [S20 ] [S200 ]
= 00
−
dt
V τ1
τ2

(A.30)

d [P2 ]
1
[S20 ]
=
k
cat,2
dt
Na V 0
Km,2 + [S20 ]

(A.31)

Where the lifetime of a particle in the large container, τ2 is defined as [Adam and
Delbrueck, 1968]:
(1 − (r1 /r2 ))2 3
τ2 =
r2
3r1 D

(A.32)

and τ2 can be calculated by using the equilibrium concentrations in the compartment
and large container:
[S20 ]eq
Eb
V 00 τ1
kT
=
=
e
00
[S2 ]eq
V 0 τ2
⇒ τ1 = τ2

V 0 Eb
e kT
V 00

(A.33)
(A.34)

These equations cannot be solved analytically. However, we can calculate a characteristic time, t1/2 , which is reached when k2 = 12 k1 . At this time, the number of unprocessed
intermediate substrate particles can be approximated by:
N ≈ [S200 ] V 00

(A.35)

The rate equation for the unprocessed particles is:
dN
[S1 ]
[S20 ]
∼ k − kcat,2 [S 0 ]
= kcat,1
− kcat,2
0 = 1
dt
Km,1 + [S1 ]
Km,2 + [S2 ]
Km,2 2
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(A.36)

We can also estimate the concentration in the small compartment:
N Eb
e kT
V 00

(A.37)

dN
kcat,2 N Eb
= k1 −
e kT
dt
Km,2 V 00

(A.38)

Eb

[S20 ] = [S200 ] e kT ≈
and obtain:

The solution to this differential equation is given by:
00 Km,2 − kTb
E

N (t) = k1 V

kcat,2

e

Eb
kcat,2
00 e kT
m,2 V

−K

1−e

t

!
(A.39)

Expanding the exponential to the second term we get:
N (t) ≈ k1 t

(A.40)


 Eb
N t1/2 = k1 t1/2 = V 00 [S20 ] t1/2 e− kT

(A.41)

At the characteristic time:

⇒ t1/2 =

 Eb
1 00 0
V [S2 ] t1/2 e− kT
k1

(A.42)

The concentration in the small compartment at the characteristic time can be calculated
using:


[S20 ] t1/2
1

k1 = k2 t1/2 = kcat,2
2
Km,2 + [S20 ] t1/2

⇒ [S20 ] t1/2 =

Km,2
kcat,2
2 k1 −

1

(A.43)
(A.44)

Plugging this into the equation for the characteristic time:
t1/2 =

Eb
Km,2
V 00 e− kT
2kcat,2 − k1
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(A.45)

The characteristic times t1/2 obtained from a numerical solution for these equations is
shown in Figure A.1 for several binding energies and shows good agreement with the
approximate analytical solution of equation A45. Figure A.2 shows the characteristic
time t1/2 obtained from a numerical solution for equations (S29) to (S31)as a function
of the inner volume (defined by the interaction distance between the substrate and
the scaffold and demonstrates that the size of the inner volume does not affect the
characteristic time as predicted by the approximate analytical solution.
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Figure A.1: Dependence of the characteristic time on the barrier energy. Equations
(A1.29)-(A1.31) were solved numerically using MATLAB’s ode15 solver and t1/2 was
extracted out of the solution for k2 . The parameters used were V 0 = 4.2 µm3 , V 00 =
3.35 · 10−5 µm3 , kcat,1 = 70 s−1 , kcat,2 = 200 s−1 , Km,1 = 4 mM, Km,2 = 0.18 mM, [S1 ] =
100 mM, τ1 = 350 ns, τ2 = 16 ms, rc = 20 nm.
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Figure A.2: Dependence of the characteristic time on the small compartment radius.
System equations were solved numerically as before, keeping all parameters as noted
above and varying rc . The characteristic time changed by less than 0.5% for different
radii.
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Appendix B
Molecular Motors
B.1

Calculation of ai from the geometry of attachment

Imagine the kinesin to be a vector in 3D space, with the associated microtubule aligned
along the x axis. Assuming the microtubule is held at a distance of h = 20 nm above
the surface, the kinesin vector can be described using two parameters – either spatial
coordinates x0 , y0 or two angles θ, φ, with the length of the vector to be determined
later. To ease the calculation of the contribution by a motor, first consider the plane
which contains both the microtubule and the kinesin. Denote by θ the angle between
the kinesin and the x-axis which is contained in the this plane. The other angle, φ, is
chosen in the y-z plane and is defined as the angle between the z-axis and the projection
of the kinesin on the y-z plane (Figure B.1). We denote by rM T = 12.5 nm the radius
of the microtubule.
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Figure B.1: Attachment geometry in kinesin attachment simulations

The effectve height defined in our calculation is:

cos (φ) =

h
h
⇒ h∗ =
∗
h
cos (φ)

(B.1)

Assuming a 8 nm step in the direction along the microtubule axis, we cancalculate
the contribution a single kinesin makes based on the attachment angles. We consider
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two scenarios separately: 0 6 θ 6

π
2

and

π
2

6 θ 6 π, although the equations remain the

same for both cases.
Denote by `i and `f the initial and final length of the kinesin tail, respectively. Since
we know the horizontal displacement is 8 nm and the height is h∗ , we get:
s

(h∗ )2
+ d2 − 2h∗ d · cot (θ)
sin2 (θ)


∗
h

⇒ θf = sin−1  q ∗ 2
(h )
2
∗
+ d − 2h d · cot (θ)
sin2 (θ)
`f =

(B.2)

(B.3)

The contribution to the microtubule motion due to the elongation/contraction of the
tail is:
s
ai = ∆` cos (θ) = 
Substituting h∗ =

(h∗ )2
2

sin (θ)

∗

+ d2 − 2h∗ d · cot (θ) −



h 
cos (θ)
sin (θ)

h
:
cos(φ)


v 
2
u
h
u

t cos(φ)
h
h
 cos (θ)

+ d2 − 2
d · cot (θ) −
ai = 
2
cos (φ)
sin (θ) cos (φ) 
sin (θ)

B.2

(B.4)

(B.5)

Calculation of ai from MATLAB-generated parameters

In our simulations, we used MATLAB to generate three parameters as described in
Chapter B. To calculate the ai from these parameters we must relate between the two
different sets of parameters in our simulation and our theoretical model.
The angle φ is related to x, the distance from the microtubule axis and the angle ϕ,
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the attachment angle on the microtubule circumference. If x and ϕ are of equal sign:

φ = arctan

|x − rM T sin (ϕ)|
h + rM T (1 − cos (ϕ))



|x + rM T sin (ϕ)|
h + rM T (1 − cos (ϕ))



(B.6)

and if they are of opposite signs:

φ = arctan

(B.7)

The angle θ is also related to y, the horizontal distance between the attachment point to
the surface and the one on the microtubule. We arbitrarily choose a positive direction.
For y > 0:
q

2
2
(x − rM T sin (ϕ)) + (h + rM T (1 − cos (ϕ)))

θ = arctan 
y

(B.8)

q

(x − rM T sin (ϕ))2 + (h + rM T (1 − cos (ϕ)))2

θ = π − arctan 
−y

(B.9)

otherwise:

B.3

MATLAB code for Monte Carlo simulation of
attached motors

n = 6; %The number of segments in the FJC model of the kinesin
b = 9.5; %The length of each segments, in nm. The total tail length should be ˜57nm
kT = 4.11; %pNnm
h eq = 20; %The height of the MT, or the length of the kinesin tail, at equilibrium, in
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nm
F max = 100; %The maximum stretch force allowed, for calculation of the maximum
kinesin tail stretch. This is an arbitrary number since the length converges to l max at
F->infinity, in pN
F ent = 10000; %The number of entries for the force, or the length of the force vector
later created
l max = n*b*(coth(F max*b/kT)-kT./(F max*b)); %The maximum tail length allowed. This is calculated from the FJC model
N kin real = 312; %The number of kinesins that attaches to a 1 um MT at a surface
density of 2000 umˆEB = 10; % Kinsein binding energy, in kT
F = 0:F max/F ent:F max; %This is the force vector from 0 to F max, in pN
l = n*b*(coth(F*b/kT)-kT./(F*b)); %Length vector based on the force vector and
FJC, in nm
l(1) = 0;
r MT = 12.5; %Radius of the MT, in nm
% The program defines three spatial parameters: x is the distance between % the
axis of the MT and the attachment of the kinesin to the surface. Phi % is the angle
between the line from the center of the MT to the surface % and the line from the center
of the MT to the attachment point of the % kinesin on the MT. y is the horizontal
distance between the kinesin % attachment point on the surface and the attachment
point on the MT % (parallel to the MT axis)
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x max = (sqrt((l max)ˆ2-(h eq+r MT)ˆ2)+r MT); %The limit on x is based on the
maximum l
x ent = 100*(x max>0)+1*(x max==0); %Number of entries of the x vector
phi max = pi/2; %Maximum attachment angle
phi ent = 98*(phi max>0)+1*(phi max==0); %Angle entries
y max = sqrt(abs(l maxˆ2-h eqˆ2)); %Maximum y
y ent = 100*(y max>0)+1*(y max==0); %y entries
d = 8; %Kinesin step size, in nm

%% This part defines the vectors for x, phi and y and limits the vectors to % 0 in
case of a limitation on one of them

if x max>0 x vec = (-x max:2*x max/(x ent-1):x max); else x vec = 0; end
if phi max>0 phi vec = (-phi max:2*phi max/(phi ent-1):phi max); else phi vec = 0;
end
if y max>0 y vec = (-y max:2*y max/(y ent-1):y max); else y vec = 0; end %———
—————————l mat = zeros(y ent,phi ent,x ent); %l mat is going to be the matrix of lengths generated by the main loop
ai mat = l mat; %ai mat will be the matrix of ai’s i = 1; j = 0; k = 0;

disp(’Matrix Start’) % This is the main loop of the program. The loop indices i,j,k
correlate % with y, phi and x respectively. The loop runs through every possible %
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combination of the three with certain limitations. At the end of each % run, the length
matrix, l mat and the ai matrix, ai mat are updated. %————————————for x = -x max:2*x max/((x ent-1)+1*(x max==0))+1*(x max==0):x max if x<-r MT
left phi max = pi/2*(phi max>0); % If x is smaller or equal to r MT, the maximal
angle is pi/2 else left phi max = (atan((sqrt(xˆ2+(h eq+r MT)ˆ2-(r MT)ˆ2))/r MT)atan(x/(h eq+r MT)))*(phi max>0); end if x>r MT right phi max = pi/2*(phi max>0);
% Same angle argument applies here
else right phi max = (atan((sqrt(xˆ2+(h eq+r MT)ˆ2-(r MT)ˆ2))/r MT)
+atan(x/(h eq+r MT)))*(phi max>0)
end k = k+1; if k>x ent k=1; end
for phi = -left phi max:(right phi max+left phi max)/((phi ent-1)+1*(phi max==0))
+1*(phi max==0):right phi max
y max = (sqrt(abs(l maxˆ2-(x-r MT*sin(phi))ˆ2-(h eq+r MT*(1-cos(phi)))ˆ2)))*(y max>0);
j = j+1; if j>phi ent j=1; end
for y = -y max:2*y max/((y ent-1)+1*(y max==0))+1*(y max==0):y max l mat(i,j,k)
= sqrt((x-r MT*sin(phi))ˆ2+yˆ2+(h eq+r MT*(1-cos(phi)))ˆ2); % This is the definition of the length phi ai = atan(abs(x+r MT*sin(phi))./(h eq+r MT*(1-cos(phi))));
%Phi ai and theta ai are defined for the calculation of ai. These are different angles
than phi
theta ai = atan((sqrt((x-r MT*sin(phi))ˆ2+(h eq+r MT*(1-cos(phi)))ˆ2))/y)*(y>0)+(piatan((sqrt((x-r MT*sin(phi))ˆ2+(h eq+r MT*(1-cos(phi)))ˆ2))/abs(y)))*(y<0)+pi/2*(y==0);
h = h eq+r MT*(1-cos(phi)); % This is the height parameter in a different coordinate
system, for the ai calculation
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ai mat(i,j,k) = abs(cos(theta ai).*(sqrt(((h./cos(phi ai)).ˆ2)./((sin(theta ai)).ˆ2)+dˆ22*(h*d*cot(theta ai)./cos(phi ai)))-h./(sin(theta ai)*cos(phi ai)))); i = i+1; if i>y ent
i=1; end end end end %————————————l mat red = l mat; l mat red(l mat red>l max)=0; % Reducing the length matrix
so that no entry can exceed l max ai mat red = ai mat; ai mat red(l mat red==0)=0;
% Same for the ai matrix
E length = cumtrapz(l,F); % E = int(F dl), in pNnm P length = exp((0.5-E length)/kT);
% This is the probability for a polymer to be in a specific length
F mat = interp1(l,F,l mat red); % This function interpolates the force at the l
matrix locations, based on the relationship between F and l F mat((F mat>0)==0)=0;
% Removing negative values of the force matrix
E mat = interp1(l,E length,l mat red); % Interpolating the energies at the l matrix
locations E mat((E mat>0)==0)=0; % Removing negative values of the energy matrix
P mat = exp((0.5-E mat)/kT); % The probability matrix is given by the exponential of the energy matrix P mat(l mat red==0)=0; % Removing the values of the
probability matrix where the length matrix is zero
for i = 1:x ent P mat(:,:,i) = P mat(:,:,i)/sum(sum(P mat(:,:,i))); % This normalizes
the attachment probabilities for each “kinesin” end
P vec = reshape(P mat,1,x ent*y ent*phi ent); % P vec is a reshaped vector made
from the columns of the probability matrix P vec = P vec(P vec>0); % This removes
all zeros from the vector and shortens it
ai vec = reshape(ai mat red,1,x ent*phi ent*y ent); ai vec = ai vec(ai vec>0); N kin tot
= length(ai vec); % Number of kinesins attached
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disp(’Histograms’)

%% This part creates a histogram of the ai’s
%————————————[ai sorted,i ai sorted] = sort(ai vec(1:930000));
% Sorting the ai vector and truncating it to have the length divisible to bins
P sorted = P vec(i ai sorted); % This is a vector of probabilities, matching the sorted
ai vector
N bins = 1000;
bin size = length(ai sorted)/N bins;
hist bins = bin size:bin size:length(ai sorted);
P hist = zeros(1,length(hist bins));
f ai = P hist; for i = 1:N bins
P hist(i) = sum(P sorted(1+(i-1)*bin size:i*bin size))/bin size;
f ai(i) = sum(P sorted(1+(i-1)*bin size:i*bin size));
end f ai = f ai/(sum(f ai)*bin size);
ai hist = ai sorted(hist bins-bin size/2);
%————————————disp(’Mean Calculations From Histogram’)

%% This part calculates the mean, variances and geometry factors both % weighted
and not weighted, from the histogram data
%————————————120

P hist = P hist/sum(P hist); % Normalizing the probability histogram
ai mean hist = sum(ai hist.*P hist); % Mean of the ai’s from the histogram
ai var hist = sum(P hist.*(ai hist-ai mean hist).ˆ2); % Variance of the ai’s from the
histogram
geom fact hist = ai var hist/((ai mean hist)ˆ2); %geometry factor from the histogram
%————————————disp(’Quantile function loops’)

%% This part creates a quantile function from the ai histograms %———————
—————PDF ai = P hist./sum(P hist); CDF ai = cumtrapz(PDF ai); Sigma = 250; % Kinesin
surface density, in umˆ-2 w = 118.66; % Effective kinesin reach width, in nm L = 10;
% Simulated MT length, in um Nq = floor(Sigma*w*10ˆ-3*L); % Number of kinesins
attached to simulated MT ai quant = zeros(1,Nq); MT num = 10000; % Number of
microtubules to simulate ai mean q = zeros(1,20); ai var q = zeros(1,20);
for i = 1:MT num for j = 1:Nq ai quant(j) = ai hist(find(CDF ai<=rand(1),1,’last’));
end ai mean q(i) = mean(ai quant); ai var q(i) = var(ai quant); end geom fact q vec
= ai var q./(ai mean q.ˆ2); geom fact q = mean(geom fact q vec);
%————————————-

B.4

MATLAB code for displacement addition model

close all clear all clc
yes plot = 0; dbstop if error %stops and enters debug mode if the code encounters
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errors while running dbstop if warning
%% n = 6; %The number of segments in the FJC model of the kinesin b = 9.5;
%The length of each segments, in nm. The total tail length should be ˜57nm kT =
4.11; %pNnm h eq = 20; %The height of the MT, or the length of the kinesin tail, at
equilibrium, in nm F max = 100; %The maximum stretch force allowed, for calculation
of the maximum kinesin tail stretch. This is an arbitrary number since the length
converges to l max at F-¿infinity, in pN F ent = 10000; %The number of entries for the
force, or the length of the force vector later created l max = n*b*(coth(F max*b/kT)kT./(F max*b)); %The maximum tail length allowed. This is calculated from the FJC
model
N kin real = 312; %The number of kinesins that attaches to a 1 um MT at a surface
density of 2000 umˆEB = 10; % Kinsein binding energy, in kT
F = 0:F max/F ent:F max; %This is the force vector from 0 to F max, in pN l =
n*b*(coth(F*b/kT)-kT./(F*b)); %Length vector based on the force vector and FJC,
in nm l(1) = 0;
r MT = 12.5; %Radius of the MT, in nm
% The program defines three spatial parameters: x is the distance between % the
axis of the MT and the attachment of the kinesin to the surface. Phi % is the angle
between the line from the center of the MT to the surface % and the line from the center
of the MT to the attachment point of the % kinesin on the MT. y is the horizontal
distance between the kinesin % attachment point on the surface and the attachment
point on the MT % (parallel to the MT axis) %————————————- x max =
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(sqrt((l max)ˆ2-(h eq+r MT)ˆ2)+r MT); %The limit on x is based on the maximum l
x ent = 100*(x max¿0)+1*(x max==0); %Number of entries of the x vector phi max
= pi/2; %Maximum attachment angle phi ent = 98*(phi max¿0)+1*(phi max==0);

%Angle entries y max = sqrt(abs(l maxˆ2-h eqˆ2)); %Maximum y y ent = 100*(y max¿0)+1*(y max==
%y entries %————————————d = 8; %Kinesin step size, in nm
%% This part defines the vectors for x, phi and y and limits the vectors to % 0 in
case of a limitation on one of them %————————————- if x max¿0 x vec =
(-x max:2*x max/(x ent-1):x max); else x vec = 0; end
if phi max¿0 phi vec = (-phi max:2*phi max/(phi ent-1):phi max); else phi vec =
0; end
if y max¿0 y vec = (-y max:2*y max/(y ent-1):y max); else y vec = 0; end %——
——————————- geom fact model = zeros(1,30); y add = linspace(0.1,60,30);
for z = 1:30 tic
l mat = zeros(y ent,phi ent,x ent); %l mat is going to be the matrix of lengths
generated by the main loop l mat model = l mat; ai mat = l mat; %ai mat will be the
matrix of ai’s ai mat model = l mat; % this matrix will serve as the modified ai matrix
i = 1; j = 0; k = 0;
disp(’Matrix Start’) % This is the main loop of the program. The loop indices i,j,k
correlate % with y, phi and x respectively. The loop runs through every possible %
combination of the three with certain limitations. At the end of each % run, the length
matrix, l mat and the ai matrix, ai mat are updated. %————————————for x = -x max:2*x max/((x ent-1)+1*(x max==0))+1*(x max==0):x max if x¡-r MT
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left phi max = pi/2*(phi max¿0); % If x is smaller or equal to r MT, the maximal
angle is pi/2 else left phi max = (atan((sqrt(xˆ2+(h eq+r MT)ˆ2-(r MT)ˆ2))/r MT)atan(x/(h eq+r MT)))*(phi max¿0); end if x¿r MT right phi max = pi/2*(phi max¿0);
% Same angle argument applies here else right phi max = (atan((sqrt(xˆ2+(h eq+r MT)ˆ2(r MT)ˆ2))/r MT)+atan(x/(h eq+r MT)))*(phi max¿0); end k = k+1; if k¿x ent k=1;

end for phi = -left phi max:(right phi max+left phi max)/((phi ent-1)+1*(phi max==0))+1*(phi max=
y max = (sqrt(abs(l maxˆ2-(x-r MT*sin(phi))ˆ2-(h eq+r MT*(1-cos(phi)))ˆ2)))*(y max¿0);

j = j+1; if j¿phi ent j=1; end for y = -y max:2*y max/((y ent-1)+1*(y max==0))+1*(y max==0):y ma
y model = y - y add(z); l mat(i,j,k) = sqrt((x-r MT*sin(phi))ˆ2+yˆ2+(h eq+r MT*(1cos(phi)))ˆ2); % This is the definition of the length l mat model(i,j,k) = sqrt((xr MT*sin(phi))ˆ2+y modelˆ2+(h eq+r MT*(1-cos(phi)))ˆ2); phi ai = atan(abs(x+r MT*sin(phi))./(h
cos(phi)))); %Phi ai and theta ai are defined for the calculation of ai. These are different angles than phi %phi ai model = atan(abs(x+r MT*sin(phi))./(h eq+r MT*(1cos(phi)))); theta ai = atan((sqrt((x-r MT*sin(phi))ˆ2+(h eq+r MT*(1-cos(phi)))ˆ2))/y)*(y¿0)+(piatan((sqrt((x-r MT*sin(phi))ˆ2+(h eq+r MT*(1-cos(phi)))ˆ2))/abs(y)))*(y¡0)+pi/2*(y==0);

theta ai model = atan((sqrt((x-r MT*sin(phi))ˆ2+(h eq+r MT*(1-cos(phi)))ˆ2))/y model)*(y model¿0

atan((sqrt((x-r MT*sin(phi))ˆ2+(h eq+r MT*(1-cos(phi)))ˆ2))/abs(y model)))*(y model¡0)+pi/2*(y m
h = h eq+r MT*(1-cos(phi)); % This is the height parameter in a different coordinate

system, for the ai calculation ai mat(i,j,k) = abs(cos(theta ai).*(sqrt(((h./cos(phi ai)).ˆ2)./((sin(theta ai
2*(h*d*cot(theta ai)./cos(phi ai)))-h./(sin(theta ai)*cos(phi ai)))); ai mat model(i,j,k)
= abs(cos(theta ai model).*(sqrt(((h./cos(phi ai)).ˆ2)./((sin(theta ai model)).ˆ2)+dˆ22*(h*d*cot(theta ai model)./cos(phi ai)))-h./(sin(theta ai model)*cos(phi ai)))); i = i+1;
if i¿y ent i=1; end end end end %————————————-
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l mat red = l mat; l mat red(l mat red¿l max)=0; % Reducing the length matrix
so that no entry can exceed l max ai mat red = ai mat; ai mat red(l mat red==0)=0;
% Same for the ai matrix
l mat model red = l mat model; l mat model red(l mat model red¿l max)=0; ai mat model red
= ai mat model; ai mat model red(l mat model red==0) = 0;
E length = cumtrapz(l,F); % E = int(F dl), in pNnm P length = exp((0.5-E length)/kT);
% This is the probability for a polymer to be in a specific length
F mat = interp1(l,F,l mat red); % This function interpolates the force at the l
matrix locations, based on the relationship between F and l F mat((F mat¿0)==0)=0;
% Removing negative values of the force matrix
F mat model = interp1(l,F,l mat model red); F mat model((F mat model¿0)==0)=0;
E mat = interp1(l,E length,l mat red); % Interpolating the energies at the l matrix
locations E mat((E mat¿0)==0)=0; % Removing negative values of the energy matrix
E mat model = interp1(l,E length,l mat model red); E mat model((E mat model¿0)==0)=0;
P mat = exp((0.5-E mat)/kT); % The probability matrix is given by the exponential of the energy matrix P mat(l mat red==0)=0; % Removing the values of the
probability matrix where the length matrix is zero
P mat model = exp((0.5-E mat model)/kT); P mat model(l mat model red==0)=0;
for i = 1:x ent P mat(:,:,i) = P mat(:,:,i)/sum(sum(P mat(:,:,i))); % This normalizes
the attachment probabilities for each “kinesin” end
for i = 1:x ent P mat model(:,:,i) = P mat model(:,:,i)/sum(sum(P mat model(:,:,i)));
% This normalizes the attachment probabilities for each “kinesin” end
P vec = reshape(P mat,1,x ent*y ent*phi ent); % P vec is a reshaped vector made
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from the columns of the probability matrix P vec = P vec(P vec¿0); % This removes
all zeros from the vector and shortens it
P vec model = reshape(P mat model,1,x ent*y ent*phi ent); % P vec is a reshaped
vector made from the columns of the probability matrix P vec model = P vec model(P vec model¿0);
% This removes all zeros from the vector and shortens it
ai vec = reshape(ai mat red,1,x ent*phi ent*y ent); ai vec = ai vec(ai vec¿0);
ai vec model = reshape(ai mat model red,1,x ent*phi ent*y ent); ai vec model =
ai vec model(ai vec model¿0);
N kin tot = length(ai vec); % Number of kinesins attached
%% This part calculates the mean, variances and geometry factors both % weighted
and not weighted disp(’Mean Calculations’) %————————————- WP ai =
ai vec.*P vec; ai mean = sum(WP ai)/sum(P vec); %ai mean ai var = sum(P vec.*(ai vecai mean).ˆ2)/sum(P vec); %ai variance, no weighting geom fact = ai var/((ai mean)ˆ2);
%geometry factor, no weighting %————————————- %—————————

———- WP ai model = ai vec model.*P vec model; ai mean model = sum(WP ai model)/sum(P vec m
%ai mean ai var model = sum(P vec model.*(ai vec model-ai mean model).ˆ2)/sum(P vec model);
%ai variance, no weighting geom fact model(z) = ai var model/((ai mean model)ˆ2);
%geometry factor, no weighting %————————————- disp(z); toc end
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Appendix C
Millimeter-Long Nanowires
C.1

Supplementary figures of microtubule structures
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Figure C.1: Wire formation as a function of [ATP] and time. Reducing the ATP
concentration favors the assembly of linear bundles over the formation of spools.
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Figure C.2: Microtubule bundles observed in a series of experiments. (a,b,c,g,h) Experiment 1, [ATP] = 20 µM, [tubulin] = 12.8 µg/ml, t = 90 min, wire length 0.9, 0.5,
0.7, 0.6, 0.7 mm; (d) Experiment 2, [ATP] = 50 µM, [tubulin] = 6.4 µg/ml, t = 260
min, wire length 0.75 mm; (f) Experiment 3, [ATP] = 20 µM, [tubulin] = 6.4 µg/ml,
t = 180 min, wire length 0.6 mm; (e) Experiment 4, [ATP] = 20 µM, [tubulin] = 6.4
µg/ml, t = 300 min, wire length 0.55 mm

C.2

Number of microtubules in the longest wire

The number of microtubules in a long wire was obtained in the following manner: (1)
Three images at time point t=0 and the stitched image of the long wire were smoothed
by averaging the brightness over circles of radius of 3 pixels. (2) The brightness profile
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of the center of the long wire (Ibundle ) and the mean of the background brightness in the
stitched image (Ibg,1 ) were measured. (3) The mean brightness (IM T ) along the length
of three individual microtubules from each of the three image taken at t=0 and the
appropriate mean background brightness (Ibg,2 ) were measured. (4) The approximate
number N of microtubules in a bundle is given by:
1
N=
L0

ˆ

Ibundle (l) − Ibg,1
dl
IM T − Ibg,2
bundle

with L0 = 12 µm, IM T − Ibg,2 = 10 counts.
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(C.1)

Figure C.3: Brightness counts along a longest wire observed relative to the background.
The numbered regions correspond to the four segments denoted in Figure 4.2.

C.3

Control experiments using diffusive transport

Three aggregates and two microtubules were imaged once every 15 s over the course
of 2 min, 2 hours after the sealing of the experimental chamber. The positions of the
aggregates and microtubules were noted, and the diffusion coefficient was estimated
according to: D = h∆x2 i / (4∆t). Here D is the diffusion coefficient, h∆x2 i is the
mean square displacement, and ∆t is the corresponding time interval. The diffusion
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coefficients expected based on the size of the aggregate were calculated assuming flat
disk geometry (with k – Boltzmann constant, T – Temperature, r – radius of the
aggregate, η – viscosity of the solvent, and L – length of the microtubule) [Vogel, 2004]:
D=

kT
10.67ηr

(C.2)

For single microtubules, the diffusion coefficient was calculated using [Tirado et al.,
1984]:
D=

6kT
3πηL

(C.3)

For all calculations, η was taken to be the viscosity of water at 23 °C which is 9.3 ·
10−4 P a · s [Aleksandrov and Trakhtengerts, 1976] All results are reported in Table
1. The diffusion coefficients calculated from geometry are higher than those of the
coefficients calculated directly from the movement of the microtubules. This is likely to
arise from non-specific interactions between the microtubule and the surface, but also
proves the absence of significant convection in the sealed flow cell.

Diameter
/Length
(µm)
Aggregate, 10 nM streptavidin
Aggregate, 20 nM streptavidin
Aggregate, 20 nM streptavidin
Single MT, 10 nM treptavidin
Single MT, 20 nM streptavidin

36
58
18
17
13

Diffusion
coefficient
(movement)
(10−10 cm2 /s)
2.2±0.7
0.8±0.2
0.2±0.2
8.3±2.3
6.5±3.2

Diffusion
coefficient
(geometry)
(10−10 cm2 /s)
2.5
1.5
5
18
23

Table C.1: Observed and calculated diffusion coefficients of microtubules and aggregates
as they diffuse between two coverslips.
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C.4
C.4.1

A detailed derivation of the assembly model
Bundle growth by collisions between microtubule bundles

Let N denote the number of microtubules and microtubule bundles on a surface with
area A. This number will decrease due to collisions between two microtubules/bundles
causing them to merge into larger bundles according to:

dNbundle
1
dN
N
=−
= − · N · 6πR2
dt
d
τ
A

(C.4)

based on the number of particles with τ as hopping time and the probability that at a
given time step one of the six neighboring sites of a particle will be filled by another
particle. R is the interaction radius.
The hopping time τ increases with the interaction radius according to:
(2R)2
R2
τ=
=
4D
D

(C.5)

for diffusive transport, and:
τ=

2R
v

(C.6)

for active transport.
The interaction radius R is a fraction f of the length L of a microtubule bundle,
since two microtubules/bundles can interact with each other over distances which are
dependent on their relative orientation. The value of f was calculated by averaging
the center-center distance at contact over all microtubule orientations and found to be
equal to 4/π 2 . Furthermore, the average length of a microtubule bundle increases as
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the number of microtubules/bundles falls from its initial value due to bundling. Since
two colliding bundles form a longer bundle with an average length of 1.5L (collisions at
random locations along the bundles form bundles with length between L and 2L with
equal probability), the approximate increase in length is:
r
r
N0
4
N0
= 2 L0
R = f L = f L0
N
π
N

(C.7)

This relationship approximates the increase in length resulting from the incorporation
of a colliding microtubule/bundle into an existing microtubule/bundle at a random
location along the existing microtubule/bundle. It also holds more generally for aggregation in two dimensions.

Furthermore, the diffusion coefficient of the microtubules/bundles is size-dependent
[Tirado et al., 1984] according to:
D=

6kT
3πηL

(C.8)

Combining these equations yields:
dN
2kT
N
2kT
=−
× N × 6π = −
dt
πηL
A
πηL0

r

N
kT
N
√ N 5/2 (C.9)
× N × 6π = −12
N0
A
ηL0 A N0

for diffusive transport, and:
dN
= −v × N × 3πf L0
dt

r

√
N0 N
12L0 v N0
×
=
× N 3/2
N
A
πA

for active transport.
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(C.10)

Integration of these equations is straightforward and yields:
18kT t
√
ηL0 A N0

(C.11)


1/3
18kT N0 t
L = L0 1 +
ηL0 A

(C.12)

−3/2

N −3/2 = N0

+

for diffusive transport, and:
√
6L0 vt N0
N
=
+
πA


6L0 vtN0
L = L0 1 +
πA
−1/2

−1/2
N0

(C.13)
(C.14)

for active transport.
Defining the surface density of microtubules/bundles σ as σ = N/A, these equations
can be written as:
18kT t
√
ηL0 σ0

1/3
18kT σ0 t
L = L0 1 +
ηL0
−3/2

σ −3/2 = σ0

+

(C.15)
(C.16)

for diffusive transport, and:
√
6
L0 vt σ0
π


6
L = L0 1 + L0 σ0 vt
π
−13/2

σ −1/2 = σ0

+

(C.17)
(C.18)

for active transport.
The growth velocity of the bundles is given by:

−2/3
dL
6kT σ0
18kT σ0 t
=
· 1+
dt
η
ηL0
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(C.19)

for diffusive transport, and:
dL
6
= L20 σ0 v
dt
π

(C.20)

for active transport. Since the growth velocity for diffusive transport decreases with
time (as bundles grow larger and diffuse slower), the point to transition from diffusive
to active transport in a hierarchical assembly process is reached when the initial growth
velocity (dL/dt for t=0) of active transport exceeds the one for diffusive transport. This
occurs – independent of building block density – when:
s
πkT
L0 >
ηv

(C.21)

This equation can of course also be derived by comparing the hopping times for diffusive
and active transport. For our assembly conditions (η = 1 mPas, v = 0.1 µm/s), the
microtubule length at which active transport outcompetes diffusive transport is 10 µm.

C.4.2

Bundle growth by collisions between two microtubules/bundles
including spool formation

Let N denote the number of microtubules and microtubule bundles on a surface with
area A. This number will decrease due to collisions between two microtubules/bundles
resulting in mergers into larger bundles, due to collisions between three microtubules/bundles
resulting in spools, and due to encounters with defective motors resulting in spools according to:
pinning
three
dNspool
dNspool
dN
dNbundle
=−
−3
−
dt
dt
dt
dt

(C.22)

dNbundle
N
1
= × N × 6πR2
dt
τ
A

(C.23)

with:
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reflecting the probability that at a given time step one of the six neighboring sites of a
particle will be filled by another particle multiplied by the number of particles, and
three
dNspool
N
N
1
2
= × N × 6πR2 × πR2
dt
τ
A 3
A

(C.24)

reflecting the probability that at a given time step one of the six neighboring sites
of a particle will be filled by another particle times the number of particles and the
probability that a third particle fills one of the two sites adjacent to both filled sites
multiplied by the number of particles divided by three (to avoid double counting), and
pinning
dNspool
1
2R
= ×N ×
dt
τ
ddef ective

(C.25)

reflecting the probability that a particle will encounter a defective motor during its hop
multiplied by the number of particles.
Here we use τ as hopping time, R as the interaction radius, and ddefective as the
average distance between encounters with defective motors. Motors are not involved in
diffusive transport; therefore the pinning term in equation C.22 can be removed when
discussing diffusive transport.
The hopping time τ increases with the interaction radius according to:
(2R)2
R2
τ=
=
4D
D

(C.26)

for diffusive transport, and:
τ=

2R
v

(C.27)

for active transport.
The interaction radius R is a fraction f of the length L of a microtubule bundle,
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because two microtubules/bundles can interact with each other over distances which
are dependent on their relative orientation. Furthermore, the average length of a microtubule bundle increases as the number of microtubules/bundles falls from its initial
value due to bundling and spooling. The approximate increase in length is:
dL
L
dNbundle
L
1
N
1
N
=
×
=
× × N × 6πR2 = × 3πf 2 L3
dt
2N
dt
2N
τ
A
τ
A

(C.28)

This relationship approximates the increase in length resulting from the incorporation of
a colliding microtubule/bundle into an existing microtubule/bundle at a random location along the existing microtubule/bundle. It also hold more generally for aggregation
in two dimensions.

Combining our basic equations yields:
dN
1
1
2
1
2R
N
N
N
= × N × 6πR2 − 3 × N × 6πR2 × πR2 − × N ×
(C.29)
dt
τ
A
τ
A 3
A τ
ddef ective
And by inserting the hopping time equations into this equation, with R = fL and f =
4/2 and equation C.8 we obtain:
kT N 2 384 kT LN 3
dN
= −12
− 3
dt
ηLA
π
ηA2

(C.30)

for diffusive transport, and:
dN
12 N 2 384 L3 N 3
vN
= − vl
− 4v 2 −
dt
π
A
π
A
ddef ective

(C.31)

for active transport.

Combining the hopping time equations with the rate of length change yields (using
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equation C.8):
dL
N
6kT N
= 3πDL =
dt
A
ηA

(C.32)

N
dL
6
= vL2
dt
π
A

(C.33)

Defining the surface density of microtubules/bundles as = N/A, these equations can be
written as:
dσ
kT σ 2 384 kT Lσ 3
kT
= −12
− 3
= −12
dt
ηL
π
η
η



σ 2 32 3
+ 3 Lσ
L
π


(C.34)

6kT
dL
=
σ
dt
η

(C.35)

dσ
12
384
vσ
= − vLσ 2 − 4 vL3 σ 3 −
dt
π
π
ddef ective

(C.36)

6
dL
= vL2 σ
dt
π

(C.37)

for diffusive transport, and:

for active transport. These coupled differential equations were solved numerically.

C.5
C.5.1

Time evolution of MT length and density
Active transport experiments

Images obtained at 0, 30 and 60 minutes after assembly initiation (three for each time
point) were analyzed using NIH image software. The number of microtubules in a
given area of the field of view (FOV) and their lengths were counted and averaged. The
average length at time 0 was found to be 12.3±0.8 µm.
After 30 minutes, most bundles are not fully inside the FOV and a Kaplan-Meier
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estimator was used to determine the average length from the known and unknown
lengths in the images. The average length after 30 minutes was calculated to be 24.5±3.0
µm. After 60 minutes, no bundles are fully inside the FOV (80 µm x 80 µm). In these
images, the ratio between the number of microtubules with one end inside the FOV
and the number of microtubules with no ends inside the FOV was found to be 1.5±0.9.
A simulation was used to estimate the average microtubule length based on this known
ratio by generating a fixed number of microtubules in a given area by randomly assigning
each one an angle and center point coordinates. A square was drawn in a zoomed-in
portion of the image with a size that would achieve the same ratio of one-end to noends as the one obtained from the actual experiment. Seven similar squares were then
generated next to it and their sizes were adjusted to retain this ratio. The average size
of a square side was found to be 10.2. To obtain the square size at the upper and lower
bounds of our estimate for the ratio (2.4, 0.6) and thereby the errors for our estimate of
the average length, the size of squares with these ratios was determined. Extrapolating
from this the average length of a microtubule in the experiment:
asim
hLsim i
aexp
=
⇒ hLexp i = aexp
hLexp i
hLsim i
asim

(C.38)

⇒ hLexp i = 157 (111 − 182) µm

(C.39)
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Figure C.4: A typical FOV in the Matlab simulation. The microtubule bundle length
was set to 20 units and the entire simulation area was 1,000 x 1,000 units. 10,000
microtubules were generated in total. Red squares indicate bounding regions for ratio
measurements.
The bundle densities could not be accurately determined since the available images
were taken from fields of view which contained microtubules and bundles; entirely empty
fields of view were not recorded.

C.5.2

Diffuse transport experiments

Images obtained at 0, 30, 60, 90, and 120 minutes after the assembly initiation of
assembly were analyzed using NIH image software. The number of microtubule aggre141

gates in each image was counted and then averaged for each time point. The diameter
of microtubule aggregates measured across their widest point was also measured and
averaged. Because the fields of view were chosen at random, on occasion, there were
images completely devoid of microtubule bundles. These images were also factored into
the density measurements. The results from these measurements are shown in the table
below.
Time (minutes)

0
30
60
90
120

Average
aggregate
density
(10−4 µm2 )
10.9±3.2
3.5±0.7
1.4±0.3
4.3±1.7
0.9±0.2

Average
aggregate
diameter (µm)
10.1±2.1
24.8±8.2
38.3±7.6
26.0±7.5
37.9±12.1
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